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By Michael J .. Riley 
A proposal for a new 
c~mputer system to aid th_e 
Durham Police Department 
collect parking fines is ~eing · 
considered ,by to-wn 'selettmen. 
"I wouldn't call it a 
·crackdown,' as was reported in 
one of the local papers," said 
Durham Police Chief · Paul 
Gowen. ••All we're t-ry'i.ng to do 
. - is go from a ma.nual collecting 




By Chris Heisenberg 
The lJ niversity System of 
NH (USNH) Board of Trustees 
have established a $2 million 
fund for the purcha·se of new 
computer equipment. 
The program is designed to 
save the · University money 
when purchasing new 
c·omputers, according to 
executive director of Computer 
Services Alan Shar. 
Under the present system 
mbre than one--third of those 
ticketed ·do not pay their fines. 
The proposed system, whose · 
estimated $15,000 would be 
contracted from a computer 
agency that will send notices 
directly to violators, making 
the process more efficient 
Gowen said . 
The Homecoming parade made its way_towards the fieldhouse on Satur
day .. (Dan Splaine photo) 
The Trustees approved the. 
fund during the October 15 
meeting. The fund allows UNH · 
to take· money usually invested 
in short term mo'ney markets, 
-and use it to buy computer 
equipment. 
· "It's like borrowing money 
. from ou,rselves, then paying us 
back," Shat said. 
In non-1,,iolent act UNH Public Safety has had 
a computerized system · for 
nearly two years: "They made 
me aware of the system," 
Gp wen said. •• Apparently it's 
·Prote·sters · arrested at Pease 
The · University must pay 
back the system) loan at the 
same interest rate . the 
University System would have 
gotten from the investments. · 
The loan must be payed back 
within five years. 
been quite successful for them." By ChFis-topher Murphy out
 Europe over _the weektmd. 
Although such records are NEWINGTON - Thirty-six M
ilitary representatives and 
pot kept, Gowen said. ··There protestors were .• arrested for P
ortsmouth, Newington, and 
are a lot of out-of-state -;pl,ates, blockading the ga~es of Peas~ State ·Police guarded the 
suggesting students: "Many Air, r.·o-rce .· -Bas_e S,atur.day , en
tranc~'.',, to the Strategic Air 
violators are from Massachu- , ~ afternoon. ,. ' .,-- . . --_- Conim
a~d ba~rct and carried off 
setts and there <!re a lot ~f The activists were part ·of a' four groups of activists from 
students from Massachusetts protest against the -December, th
e Seacoast area, Manchester-. 
. here." . 1983 deployment of Pershing II 
Nashua area, Hanover area, 
The biggest problem . for and Ground Launch Crui-se and
 one group .from UNH. 
Durham Police, who do no Missiles by the UnitedStatesi.n 
Ab.out 250 protestors 
on-campus ticketin·g, is Germany. _ as
sembledonthegreeninfront 
restricted parking violations The -protest was carried o_lit o
f the Base to ·lend support to 




- people demonstratmg-through- Many of the demonstrato
rs . 
Comm. majors line 
up for classes 
By Julie Hanauer 
Although students waiting in 
line · to pre-preregister for 
Communications courses may 
not like the system, faculty and .. 
_peer advisors agree it works 
b~tter than th_e previous one . . 1 
~INSIDE-
Homecoming win against .• 
, N ort heaster11, 24-1. See 
stor_v, page 24. ' 
Calendar ....................... page 5 
Classified ............................... page 21 
Comics ............ ~ ...................... page· 18 
Editorial ................................ page 12 
Pre-pre regist ta ti on w_a s 
instituted in 1981 to insure 
Communications majors got 
what courses they needed in an 
orderly fa s hi on .be· f 6 re · 
graduation. _ · 
··we had such a crush of 
majors that graduating seniors 
were getting log jammed," said 
Bill Sims, Communications 
Department Chairperson from 
1980-82.~ ·This resulted · ·in 
seniors not getting th-eir courses 
in time to graduate. 
Pre-preregistration was held 
in Parsons· Hall and all 
members of each class who 
wished to take a certain course 
had to pre-preregister for it at 
the same time. 
Under the present system 
students pre-preregistra ter by 
rank. Seniors go first and the 
other clwsses follow. This 
system includes a time period at 
the end for - underclared 
students fo sign up for cours~s. 
However, students still had · 
to wait in line and deal with 
crowds inside the Strafford 
Room last night at this year'~ 
pre-preregistration. 
carried signs denouncing the 
deployment of American 
weaponry in Europ.e and 
di.splayed them to passing 
motorists d urh1g a two hour 
vigil . prior to ;the civil 
disobedience action. 
Protestors joined ' - -is, 
formed a circle, ano Mng 
inspirationarsongs as the Peace 
Ha'rvesters, one group of 
activists (afftnity groups) from 
Ce n t r a I N e w H a mp sh i re 
marched to their arrest. 
The Peace Harvesters were 
the final affinity group to 
·· illega1-ly enter the government . 
PROTEST, page 10 
"Instead of worrying about 
the purchase and finan~ing of 
the computers we now just have 
to worry about getting the best 
deal," J,aid USNf-1 Assistant 
COMPUTERS, page 17 
. - . . . 
Democrats to v1s1t 
UNH this ·week 
A swarm · of · Democratic 
Presidential · candidates will 
descend on UNH this week in 
preparation for the N. H. 
Demo·cratic State Midterm 
convention. The Democratic 
Party Platform will be 
formulated at this gathering. 
This following is a list of when 
and where the candidates will 
be at UNH . 
Oct. 26 _:__ George McG"o-
vern, the former Senator from 
South Dakota, will speak in the 
Strafford Room of the MU Bat 
-4 p.m. 
Oct. 27 - F ormet Flori_da 
Governor Reubin Askew will 
meet students briefly in the 
afternoon. No exact time or 
place has been determined yet. 
Oct. 28 - . California 
DEMOCRATS,-page 6 · 
Features ......................... , ........ page 15 
Notices ...... -; ............. : ............. ~ page 6 
Students· complained of 
being placed 01_1 waiting lists for Communications majors (left to right) Jill Cohen, Justine Stokes and
 Chris Geifer consult '!ith 
Professor Paul Goodwin .. (1im Millard photo) 
.. · 
Sports ............................ pages 23,24 
I 
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The · toughest . jo'b you'll euer ·lin,,e 
.Peace Corp!$ doles .out frustration and rewards . 
By ~dward Ballam 
Frustration and reward are 
often tied together. · 
Paul McCafTrey was sent to 
Ecuador on a . rice extension 
program to show the 
· Ecuadorians a better way of _ 
-growing rice. 
under the Kennedy Admin,is-
tration. At that time three 
Peace Corps goals were . 
established: 
- To promote world peace · 
and friendship through 
Americans willing to serve 
overseas helping countries 
meet their needs for trained 
manpower. 
- To help ,promote a better 
underst~nding of the American 
people in foreign countries. 
-To help.Americans form a 
better understanding of foreign 
cultures. 
years too. Their needs _ are "it might be good to get 
different-from what they were." something done in a week. It 
The Peace Corps now tries to ' might be ·good to get the same 
help the host country plan for · thing done in a month," 
the future and develop to a McCaffrey said. . 
point when the programs and The Peace Corps now serves 
projects started by volunteers over 50 countries .with the 
canbecontinuedwithouttheir largest percentage of 
assistance. volunteers in Africa. 
_According to Charlie Beyer, Volunteers are given living 
a foi:-mer . Peace Corps allowances as well as $175 per 
volunteer, recruiters have month in accumulation for 
always done "quite well" at readjustment to the United 
UNH. · · States· af~er service. 
"UNH is one of the top 
Twenty-four day vacations 
are also given with travel 
expenses paid. Full medical 
ana dental care are available . 
.t;Jut · the real benet1ts are 
personal. The Peace Corps 
volunteer learns practical skills 
that complement thei,r degree 
giving thein a: competitive edge 
in the j'ob market. 
For McCaffrey, · he was able 
to show Ecuadorians a more 
efficient- method . of" growing 
rice after one more atter_npt. 
With the help of a very 
willing · Ecuadorian farmer 
McCaffrey planted a rice 
demonstration plot, hoping 
desperately it would succeed. 
Unfortunately, the farmer 
forgot about t_he cattle crossing 
that'wentthrough the middle of 
the plot. Everything was 
trampled. -
They tried a sel,ond . time. 
This time they thought it would 
be wiser to move the plot and 
put a fence around it. The 
farmer's chickens got in!o the 
The first volunteers were sent · 
to Ghana in 1962 with both a 
college degree and general 
skills. The Peace Corps provide 
training in foreign languages 
and gave volunteers specific 
skills that could be developed 
producers of Peace Corps 
volunteers in New England, "he 
said. 
"We were quite pleased with 
the turnout we had at · the 
inf prmation session, we had 
about 55 people there," Beyer · 
said. ··so far 40 to 60 people 
have stopped by to talk to us 
here at the table." 
Women no .longer 
get the business 
··plot; despite. the Je11Ge -and-ate 
the shallow' planted rice seeds. 
.. du(ipgJh~iJ,serv_i~e "nd used to 
meet immediate oa"sic -needs. 
· ~~Just because you can , build <I: 
bridge doesn't -,µean you will be 
a su,ccessful Peace Corp~---
i,olun,teer." 
Peace Corps volunteers, like 
McCaffrey, learn to accept the 
rewards ·as well as the 
fr u·s t r·at ions. A strong 
friendship developed between 
McCaffrey and the farmer as 
they worked to , make · the 
d·emonstra tion plot. · For 
McCaffrey it was one of his 
most rewarding . experiences 
during the three years' he spent 
in Ecuador. 
McCaffrey is now a Peace · 
Corps recruiting officer for the 
Boston area. He was at UNH 
, last week to give a presentation 
on the Peace Corps and _to look 
for volunteers who could 
accept those frustrations and 
rewards- and perservere in a 
foreign country with a 
language barrier. 
The ~Peace Corps was · 
formally in~ugurated · as a 
g<?vernment agency in 1961 
The role of today's Peace Corps 
volunteers has even-. br;p1ched. 
·'Some people have a little &it 
of the wrnng idea when it 
comes to Peace Corps," 
McCaffrey said. "They think, 
well, it's a volunteer agency so 
here I am,J'm volunteering. It's 
not quite that simple." 
"One of the major changes 
that has occurred with the 
Peace Corps is that it has 
become a little more _sophicated 
when it comes to skills," • 
McCaffrey said. "Many of the 
. positions ar~ looking for a 
particular type of degree 
especially m~ th, scie nee, 
engineering, agriculture, 
forestry, fisheries . I think it is a 
more realistic type of -Peace 
Corps as to what the countries 
actually need because they have 
progressed over the last '22 
Beyer sat behind 'a table in · 
· the MU B, passed out literature, 
and talked with . students for 
. most of the day. · 
"Part of the reason we're so 
successful at UN H is because 
there is a greater awareness of 
Peace Corps here thanin other 
places. In the Midwest, many 
.. people think the Peace Corps 
no longer exists," he said. 
M cCaffery ·conducted seven 
interviews with UNH students 
who have applied for one of the 
3000, .two~year commitment 
, positions available iri the Peace 
Corps.' He ·1ooks for qualities 
that make a good volunteer1 
such as community service andl 
a williµgness to , work with1 
people. , 
••Just because you can build a 
bridge doesn't mean you will be 
a successful Peace Corps 
volunteer," McCaffrey s_aid. 
In addition, the volunteer 
must be able to accept and 
work with people regardless of 
race, religion, sex or cultural 
values and to be patient and 
accept seemingly slow 
progress. 
By Steve McGilvary 
Northeast District Directur 
of Phi Chi Theta Fraternity, 
Anne McGrath, met with UNH 
Chapter members last night to 
discuss the organization's 
C O n t i n U i A_g ro I e a t t h e 
Univers_ity. 
Phi Chi Theta was formed at 
UNH in . 1979 to. offer all 
women majoring in th_e 
. business-field an opportunity to 
prepare themsleves for the 
working world. 
"The ptirp·ose of this 
organization is not to be social.. · 
It is actually helping you to 
reach ·your goals," McGrath · 
said. McGrath advised the 
women to get ' involved in 
business related projects being 
conducted on campus. · 
In a Qrief talk before IO 
women in the Merrimack 
Room of the Memorial Union 
Building, ~ McGrath told 
chapter mernbers they could 
most improve the organization 
by, getting known on campus 
"in a professional way." 
McGrath , is also an 
accountant at the ·New York 
School for the Deaf. 
McGrath, who joined the . 
~raternitY while_ atter:iding : 
evening classes at Northwes-
tern U nivers1ty in Illinois, said 
the average size of chapte.rs 
across the country is 20 women. 
According to the President of 
UNH's Phi Chi Theta, Elise 
Lindsey, · the University 
currently' has 13 active 
members. 
McGrath said the increasing 
numbers of women attending 
. business programs in higher 
education is resulting in higher 
managerial positions for 
women in the business 
community. 
Assistant Dean of the 
Whittemore School of Busincs_s 
and Economics. George 
Abraham said that, of the 1,278 
undergraduates en.rolled in this 
year's business programs at 
UNH. 45 percent (579) are 
women. Female enrollment at 
WSBE has increased 3 per'cent 
over last year,, Abraham said. 
McGrath, ·now in her first 
year as District Director, met 
yesterday afternoon . with 
University administration 
people for the fir~t time. She 
.said Abraham helped define . 
her position on campus. UN H 
BUSINESS, page 9 
NEWS IN BRIEF 
...;_ __________________________ ~------------------.... -----~--------------- · 
-'lflTERNATIONAL 
Marines attacked 
Over 186 United States Marines and 
sailors were killed Sunday i1_1 an 
. explosio_n at Marine headquarters in 
Beirut, Lebanon. The explosion, which 
destroyed the four story building, was 
ca used by a suicide . bomber who 
crashed a pickup truck loaded with 
explosives into _ the lobby · of the 
building. At approximately the same 
time, French soldiers of the multi-
national Peace Keeping Force, were 
attacked in the same manner as their 
American counterp!lrts. French 




Two men who allegedly helped the 
Nazis execute Jews in World War II will 
face deportation hearings- this week. 
Alexander Lehmann, 65, of Cleveland 
is accused of allegedly helping to shoot 
350 ,Jewi-sh men, women and children. 
John Demjanjuk, of ~even,Hills, Ohio, 
is alle eded to ha,ve been a uard at the 
Trebelinka death camp in _ Poland, 
where 900,000 Jews died . 
:LOCAL 
Kuhn to speak 
Maggie Kuhn, . the 78 yea.r old 




speak at UNH at 8 p.m., Wednesday, The deadline for order1ng the 1984 
esearch lecture to Nov. 2. Kuhn is listed in the 1978 World: Granite has been extended to 
. Almanac as one of the 25 most November 10'. If students do not order 
. he presented infiuential women-in America. Kuhn's by then the price increases to $9 and if 
speech, •'Three Revolutions in Our students fail .. · to order a b. ook by 
Brain research will be the subject of a T · ,, · h -s · h A I 1 me, 1 s t e Ix t n nu a February 20 they will not receive one in 
le,cture at UNH on Nov. :JO Karl H. Distinguished lecture of the .. UNH the fall. 
Pribram, professo_r of psychology, School of Health Studies. It will be in 
psychiatry and behavioral science at - the Granite State Room of the MU B_ 
Stanford University, will speak from _ and is free and open to the pu·biic . 
3:30 to 5 p.m. in the Forum Room of 
WEATHER --
UNH's Dimond· library. Pribram, 
i n t e r - ri a t i o n a 11 y k n ow n fo r h i-s 
· neuropsychological research, will 
review the development of theories that 
have guided brain research _during the 
la_st century. · 
Protesters arrested 
Thirty-six protesters were arrested 
over the weekend _ at Pease Air Force 
Base in Newipgton, NH . The protesters 
. were part of a demonstration that 
opposses the basing of US missiles in 
Europe. Pease Air Force Base is the 
ho_me of the .509th Bomber Wing-the 
unit that dropped two atomic bombs on 
Japan in WW II. 
The National Weather Service 
predicts sunny skies for Tuesday with 
femperatures - ranging from 43 to 48. 
Book sales increase There will be a northeasternly wind 
blowing 5. to 15 mph. Tuesday night will 
: The UNH Bookstore rep·orted that · be clear with temperatures in the mid _ 
• the sales of computer,. professional and J0s . Wednesday will be· -sunny with 
techical books increased 87 percent in highs in the low 50s. · 
the fast year according to _the 
bookstore's manager, John Maier. The - Corrections 
store . has about 3,000 different 
computer books on its shelves-ranging . . . · · the 
from those a fifth grader could use to The advisor to ~~ppa Sigma at 
ones for prof essiona I com pute-r Uni ve rs it Y Jud 1cm l Boa rd . was 
programmers: · incorrectly repor~e~ a5; a _Kappa Sigma 
brother in last Fnday s issued of The 
shire. 
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By Student Sen~te 
Haunted house funding denied 
· The women's varsity crew- boat raced in the Head of the 
Charles regatta on the Charles River in Boston, Mass. Sunday. 
(Dan Splaine photo) · 
Liberal Arts 
advising changed 
By Robi_n Peters · 
Student Senators · denied 
funding for a haunted house 
service project proposed by 
Mortar Coard, Acacia 
fraternity and P-hi Mu sorority 
at Sunday's meeting by a vote 
of 20-13 with six abstentions. 
The house~ which was to be 
held in Grange HaU on Main 
S freet, was scheduled to 
operate Wednesday, October 
26 through Saturday, October 
29. 
The $ I admission -fee for 
students and general public and 
$.50 for children under 1-2 
would · have benefitted the 
Sllr·ine i- Burn Institute in 
Massachusetts and Project 
Hope. 
1 
At a Student Activity Fee 
Council (SAFC) meeting last 
week, · the three groups asked 
for $1474.00 in PFO 
(Programming. Fund_ (?rgani- . 
zation) funding- to cover 
construction costs and rental of 
the Grange Hall. The cost of 
advertisement, in .the form of 
flyers, became their responsibi-
lity because they \\:'ere printed 
before the project's approval by 
SAFC. 
The council voted 12-5 with 
two abstentions in favor of the 
proposal, but because -all 
proposals must pa,ss by a two-
thirds majority, the issue went 
to Senate. 
President of Mortar Board 
Bob Ducharme, also a member 
By Karen Harris ••with a staff of three 'or four it . of Acacia fraternity, presented 
The Liberal Arts Advising . got impossible _to do -decent _ a revised budget to the Se_nate 
,:, Center is '' tesii'nf·.-a 
I 
new ; _advising." -_ . - _ . . -· 'with a request for $92 I in 
:couns~ling system. wfii'ch · they ·1 ri addition three ~ l')l H - funds . · 
institutep · last spring to -help . fa c_u It Y members. ~ ii I e d He told Senators the project 
control . last minute pre- advisor/counselor positions-to ·· was mainly - for Univer~ity 
registration crowds. - meet Dean ?f Li_beral Arts _ undergraduate students . A 
The new aJphabetized system Stuart ~aimers desire for more survey which asked random-
spreads advising of the 2000 faculty mp:ut. · students whether or - not they 
undeclared Liberal Arts ·•1t (~he n~w form~t) -~elped would be in favor of donating 
students . throughout the me a h-ttle bit more, said one $.20 of their student activity fee 
semester. Students were undeclared sophomore," but .I ,toward the house . was 
advised mostly near pre- really think it's~ simple mat~er' administered at Pistachio's' 
registi:-ation times un?er th~ old of _ u nderstaffi ng. · '!hey re and, according to Ducha.rme, 
system. Pre:-registrat10n will be try1fig, but _there are JUSl ·too out of the 230 signed respo'nses, 
Nov. 2 through 14 for the many students · to . too few only 6 were negative. · 
spring semester. • advisors . Student Body President 
•·students don't face up to The faculty's involvement, Jamie Rock disagreed with 
the majo~ and-career stuff until according t? one student". ··may funding the project. 
'pre-registration and then_ they he~p Enghsh o_r Sociology '"The -original idea (as 
want to decide everything- onented p~ople more, ~u~ at _ presented to SAFT) was that 
choose a career- right then least that is some _ specta ltza- t~e✓ University should do 
and there, said Emily Moore, ·fomething for the area 
the Center's coordinator. ARTS, page IO community," she said. ••The 
Students trek,ed throught the rain to get to classes on Mt;mday. (Lee A~n Scully photo) 
emphasis changed~ the.wording 
changed, and I'm wondering if 
the intent changed.-" 
John Davis, Human Service 
Coordinator for Acacia, said 
-Rock ••misunderstood where 
the _e-mphasis was at Tuesday's 
SAFC meeting. 
··when Bob Ducharme 
presented the . proposal, he 
stated that the project was open 
to both undergra~uate students 
and to the area community. 
This is the reason Ducharme 
included a reduced charge _ of 
$.50 for children under .12," he 
said. · 
Steve Parker, the SAFC 
Chairperson, said the · original 
focHs_ of the · proposal had 
changed since the SAFC 
meeting. 




By Barbara l>evanna The study . · followed 204 
graduates of Thomoson 
School's 1two-yeai: Associate · 
Degree programs who trans-
A higher proportion of 
Thompson School students 
who transfer to . four I year 
programs at UN H finish H1eir 
bachelor's degrees than average 
UNH freshmen classes., 
- f.er·red ·to :a .:fotfr,,•ye-ar degree 
program at UNH-between 1974 
and 1979. 
Senior Pl~nt Sciences major 
Susie Bright is a traditional 
four year student at UNH. She 
· she is taki.ng course 200 
Thompson School, ••Jdentific'a;.. 
. According to a Thompson 
School· study about three 
fourths of those who transfer 
obtain their bachelor's degrees. 
However · they require five 
semesters to do so because 
UNH accepts only 60 percent 
of Thompson School credits 
becaUs~-' of possible discrepen-
·tion of Woody Plant 
Materials." However she can 
not receive any credit for this 
. cies between course levels. T-SCHOOL, page 19 
Res. Life Merit 
winners ·nained 
By Katherine O'Connell 
The Residential Life Merit 
Program has named three 
students a_s the fi-rst -recipients 
of the newly instituted 
Re-sidential Life Merit Awards. 
Kimberly - Britko, Andrew 
Pite, and Sheryl Dearborn 
were the three Septerri-ber 
winners who were said to have 
gone "above and beyond the 
· call of duty," according to 
Carol Bischoff, Di-rector of 
Residential Life and Chairper-
son oJ the · Merit Program 
Committee. 
- The winners were selected 
from among eight candidates 
and the awards were rnade to -
reinf 9rce positive behavior by 
students in the dorms, Bischoff 
said. ••The winners were those 
students who are always there 
for others .and who make the 
hall a better quality p_lace to live 
in. Oftentimes these people 
aren't appreciated and we want 
to let them know that they are." · 
s ·tudents can be nominated 
for their contributions in three 
catagories, Bischoff said: 
- •The Environment -
students who have been 
responsible, for instigating 
changes and improvements , 
within their hall. 
•The Community Morale 
Builder~the student who 
reaches out to their peers and-
are there in times of crisis. 
•The Community Pro- · 
, grammer-t_he student_ who 
· actively -plans and carnes out 
activities to improve dorm 
participation. 
Each winner is · chosen by 
••committee consenesus" and 
will receive a certificate from 
their -Hall Council. Nomina-
A WARDS, page 11 
KIM BRITKO 
. ANDREW PITE 
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·For a Fine 
Breakfast Buff et 
All you can eat 
Sat. & Sun.: 9:00-1:00 
Just $3.95 
Lower Square Downtown Dover 
749-3636 
--------COMM. MAJORS.------
. . . ( continued from page I) 
IS <?ne 0 ( the 19 colleges with a ~bsence -from.top · l - Vice Presid- ent of. the· 
,- Phi Chi Theta chapter that - managena -
: - - . . . - posts causes both men and University's Phi Chi Theta 
, . . • McGrath WIii meet with this women to f 1 1 h. h -H · · , , _ a _se y accept t 1s c · apter, e1d1 Wiberg, said -
ye~~ofessof of Business and ~ nd ition as unchangeable, fraternity member~ wiB keep in 
advisor to ~hi Chi Theta, Rita ealhersby said. - · contact with McGrath to show 
· Weathersby, said opportunities her their int~rest. · 
for women in business are . Weather_sby also said salary . . . _ . 
·improv"ing. Women are' · d1screpancies between men and· Phi Chi Theta will hold 
becomin-g better informed women p~~for~ing. c~mpara- ,: ~rnother I?eeting next Tuesday 
"about opportunities an_d ble work 1s still an issue in - m the Hillsborough Room of 
positions in business.~• she said. many institutions." . the MU B at 5:30 p.m. 
One of t_he c·hanges 
Weathersby ca·lls for is a "better _..---______ ....__ _____ ...__ __ ___ _ 
· understanding of the demands --1 
of work and family responsibil- · 
·' ities on the parts of business DOES -THE C' ~ 'T 
· organizations and . couples." · d'1 
'Both husband and wife must HA., VE'·, ·--v-;oUR·-ro· .NGUE. 
learn to accommodate two .I.\ 
careers and con~tantly "work at 
it," Weathersby said. 
.. Non-conscious motives .. ******* \ ·are another problem for .,...t==================================:!I..._. business women, according to 
Weathersby. Wom·en often 
) ' 
If not, try writing for 
The New H_ampshire! 
"select themselves" . out of 
attaina,ble posi_tio~$- And their 
now----------. 
. ......_sound- ~---. 
· Spinning all the tunes you love to hear! 
' ' 
***Sponsored by" MUSQ*:M-* 
WAIT UNTIL DARK 
Thursday, October 28th 
Strafford Room · 
In the MUB 
Shows at 7:00 & 9:30 
· Admis~ion; $1.00 
'. 'Solid sh_ocker with Audrey . Hepburn as a blind woman left alone, 
~: terrorized by psychotic Alan Arkin· and henchmen looking for herion they · 
think -is planted there. Memorable nail-biter with flashy role for Arkin. 
A II articles are welcome. 
,Norman's Hair 
StYling 
~~. In_ honor ·of our 25th year 
in Durham, we've changed our· looks _ 
· we've lowered our prices.· .. 
-HAIRCUT 
.Reg.$8.00, Now $6.00 
SHA'MPOO/CUT 
Reg.$8.00, Now $6.00 
SHAMPOO/CUT /BLOWDRY 
Reg.$12.00, Now _$9.00 . 
PERMS 
et;ich t_o include 





4 Ballard St. 
Durham, N.H. 
-:-{ . 
(Next to Tirf Palace) 
868-2231 
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-PARKING-
< contin_ued fro~ p~ge I) 
_such _ _ a~ dou_ble parking, 
parkmg m loadmg zones, and 
crosswalk violations, Gowen 
said. Main Street is a particular _ 
ti:oub~e spot for double parking 
v10lat1ons, he added. 
Although clerks at Com-
munity Market feel enJorce-
men t of double parking 
regulations on Main Street is 
not a real problem, Armand 
Vallee, owner of Jodi's Party 
and Beverage Center, said, ••1t's 
detrimental to business." 
The spaces in front of his 
store have no time restriction. 
••People can go into Nick's and 
the care will there all night," 
Vallee said. Since double 
parking occurs . an alternative 
parking area is needed. He says 
he has -written letters . to 
authorities _ proposing a · 15 
minute time limit on the spaces 
but no action has been taken. 
Gowen said - with the 
proposed new system, ··we'll be 
on top of things more." 
. the ~ . ·. 
· Great American 
SMOKEOUf 
~~=:::=::::::::::::::< 
RESUME 1_s --· 
typed el-e _c~ronically 
Selection of paper 
and envelopes 
25 copies 25 envelope a 
25 extra sheets of paper 
S15.DD 
Dane the way you want it! 
[ Open ·Saturdays 1 ~oo ! J 
DURHAM COPY 
Jenkins Court 
Du,rham I NH 03B24 
B6B-7Cl31· 
~




TUESDAY, October 25 
SOCCER: Men vs. Boston U~niversity. Lewis Field, 3 p.m. 
FACULTY RECITAL: Peggy Yagts. flute. and Ruth Edwards , 
piano. Johnson Theater. Paul Ai-ts. 8 p.m. 
WEDNESDAY, October 26 -
WOMEN'S STUDIES BAG LUNCH SERIES FILM: "Roses in 
December." A film about Jean Donovan, one of four religious 
women who were killed in El Salvador in 1980. Hillsborough-
Sullivan Room, Memorial Union. 12 noon-I p .m. 
GEORGE McGOVERN SPEECH: Mr. McGovern is on his first 
campaign trip through New England. He will speak about his 
candidacy with emphasis on the Middle East Crisis. education and 
unemployment. Strafford Room. Memorial Union. 4 p.m. 
MUSO NEW / OLD CINEMA: "Sunrise," directed by Murnau. 
Room 110, Murkland, 7 p.m. Admission is free. 
FACULTY CONCERT: Jazz Combo. Johnson Theater. Paul Arts, 
8· p.m. 
THURSDAY, October 27 
WOMEN'S STU DIES SEMINAR: A panel discussion on "How 
Modernization has Effected Women in the Middle East." Smith 
House , 12:30 p.m . -
MUSO FILM: "Wait Until· Dark." Strafford Room, Memorial 
Union. 7 & 9 :30 p.m. Admission $1. 
CELEBRITY SERIES: Ze'eva Cohen and Dancers. "Hers 1s not 
Graham's technique, not ballet's, not ethnic's a la Jnbal. She is 
~ Ze'eva Cohen a unique modern dancer who belongs to the stratum of 
~ artists denying comparision . "- Dance Magazine. Joh · Q. _Theater,_. 
-· """"Paul-- Arts . 8--41~m ;=..s,,-..= · === ---
FR ID A Y, October 28 
FIELD HOCKEY: Women vs. Vermont. Memorial Field. 3 p .m. 
GOVENOR JOHN SUNUNU & SENATOR ALAN CRANSTON 
DEBATE;:: Presidential hopeful Alan Cranston and Govcr:ior John 
Sununu will hQld a debate on the Seabroo .!< Nuclear Power Facility. 
The debate will be shown via closed cirC1:Jit television. Strafford 
Room. Memorial Union. 5:30-6 p.m. Immediately followi~g the 
debate Senator Cranston will address the audience in the Strafford 
Room. 
Sophomore Hank Parkin-
son has been ticketed for 
double :parking on Main Street. 
He said, ••Jjust ran in and out of 
the store. I haven't paid yet, but 
I guess I 'II be hearing from 
them." 
.... !". ~..!===~~=~=::!::::::::!:=:::::::::==:=::=::::=::==:=:~j >--------"---_-_-_-- ~----~_::-- -----------~ 
The New Hampshire (USPS 379-280) is pub\ished and ?istr!buted semi-
weekly throughout the academic year. Our offices are located in Roon:i 151 
of the Memorial Uriion Building, UNH. Durham, N.H. 03824. B1:1s11_1ess 
Office hours: Monday - Friday 10 AM-2 PM., Academic year s~bscnpt1on: 
$20:00. Third class postage paid at Durham, NH 038_24. A_dv~rtlsers should 








Bring it to Stuart Shaines · 
and trade it in on a new one. 
We'll give you $5.00 toward 
a n~W SW8~ter. Bring in 
your jacket or parka and 
· vou·11 receive $20.00. 
An old pair of Levi's will 
net you a $5 allowance . . 
And women! Skirts arid blouses 
are worth a $5 allowance. 
Bring in your ,.., · · -·,...,Lning and 
walk out with brand new 
savings! 
But hurru! After Nov. 6, trading stops. 
-({TUAlff ✓IIAIIII,) 
Downtown Durham 
, responsible· for typographical or other err?rs. but will reprint tha_t part ~f_an 
adverti-sement in which a , typographical error appears, Jf not1f1ed 
immediately. POSTMASTER: send address _ changes to. The _New 
Hampshire, 151 MU B, UN H. Durham. NH: 03824. 11,000 copies per 1s~ue 
printed by Journal Tribune, Biddeford Mame . . 
U.S.News & World Report presents 
Metamorphosis 
.· .. or, "How to make a smooth transition from back-
pack to briefcase." · 
You'll never lose touch with the outside,world when 
you read U.S.News. · 
Get straight to the heart of the news that matters 
with late-breaking updates from around ttw world , .. 
expert analyses on politics, business and the econ-
omy ... forward-looking reports on trends that are 
shaping America's job market, the way we live, your 
future. 
Subscribe to U.S.News at half-price. Just fill out 




D YES, send me 23 weeks of 
U.S.News & World Report for only 
$7.97. I'll save 50% off ;t!'le regular 





Name ________________ _ 
School Name _____________ _ 
Address ___________ ·Apt. __ _ 
City/State Zip __ _ 
Mail coupon to: 
U.S.News & World Report 
Room 264, 2300 N St., N.W. ~ 
Washington, D.C. 20037 r 
Listen for the News Blimp, <?n wuNH , brought to you I 
._ __ !Y~-~N.:_W!_&_!'~d!~~-~~~-----J 
u.s.News 
& WORLD R8POR T 
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ACAOEMfC HEALTH -Sl:RVICES 
STUDENT AND FACULTY GET-TOGETH- SUPPORT GROUP POR ADULT S_-·oN .. S AND. 
ER: Sporis.ored by Communications Association. -
Open . t,o all tht;:ater, · commuryication majors . . , DAUGHTERS OF :'LCOHOLICS: Sponsored 
poteo,tial illajors and staff. Wednes?ay, October - by Hea lth Education Center. Confidential 
26. Phillip Ha.I~ R.aom, Paul C_reat1ve Arts. 6:30 info_rf!lation shar!ng · support group helps 
p.m. _. . , . _ . part1c1p_ants reco¥n17;e; and understand impact of 
INFORMAL MEETING WITH DARTMOUTH alcoholism on larrii-lies and friends. Tuesday. 
MED IC AL SCHOOL: Sponsored by October 25 - Notch Room, Memorial Union, 5 p.rrL 
Premedical/ Pre-dental Advisory Committee. - CONT~AC~~TIVE LECTURE: Spons·ored _.by 
Frances · Hall, Director · of Admissions and · Womens Clirnc and Health Services. Informative 
(inancial Aid for Dartmouth Medical School. will lecture on birth control methods; birth control 
speak about Dartmouth's admission process, advantages a nd disadvantages: and how to choose . 
interviews. academic requirements and answer a mel hod. No need to enroll. -Wc;dnesday, October 
questions. Wednesday. October 26, Room 13, _· 26 · Room 14 L Hamilton Smith. 2 to 3 p.m: 
Floor B. Library, 7 p.m. 
ATHLETICS AND RECREATION 
. RECREATION INSTRU_CTIONAL PRO-
(i~AMS: Sponsored ' by Department of 
Recreational Sports. Tbe following courses 
offered: Adult. _Basic Swim, Swim Your Way to 
fitness, Aerobics, W_omen ·s Boay Building ana 
Body Buddies. Class~s · run from October 31 -
' December IO ... ,Regi_st_rati0n. ·october 17-28, Room 
, 15 I, Field House. h)r more information, call 862-
2031. . 
INTRAMURAL FOOTBALL CHAMPION- · 
SHIP GAMES- AND SOCCER CHAMPJON-
SHIP GAMES: Sponsored by Recreational 
Sports·: .The games will b~' held ' on :thu-rsday. 
October 27 at the intramural fields at the following 
times: f:'o-Rec · Football final : 6 p.m.: Men's 
Football Final,.7 p.1J1.: Men's and Womeri's Soccer 
Finals, 3:30 p.m .. intramural Soccer fields. 
CAREER 
RESUME . CRITIQUE: Sponsored by 'Carefr 
· • Pla·nning and Placement. Opportunity for students -· 
to receive feedbaek on f'i°rial draft of resumes on 
· first -co·me/ fi.rs-t -served basis. Wednesday. October 
26. Room 203 . Huddleston. 1 :30 to 4:3Q p.m. . 
FIN DING A .JOB: Sponsored by Career Planning -
and Placem.ent. Wednesday. October 26. Grafton 
Room, Memorial Union. 6 to 7:30 p.m. , 
INTER VI EWER COM M ENT S REV IE W: 
._:.Sponsored by Career Planning· a_nd Placement. 
Students may learn of how they ·are coming ac.i-oss 
during their on,-campus_ interviews on first-
come/ first-served ba\is. Tuesday. October 27'. 
Room 203. Hui1ldleston, I :30 to 4:30 p.m. 
.,c ARE ER/ LI FE PLAN N-JNG SUPPORT 
GROUP FOR NON-TRADITIONAL 
STU DENTS: Sponsor-ed by Career Planning and 
Placement and Counseling and Testi_ng. Learn 
about your interests skills and · work values in · 
relation to career/ life dGcisions . Six week support . 
group. Thursdays. November 3 M December 15. 
Underwood House. Rosemary Lane, noon to 1:30 
P:m. For more information. call Cynthia Shar. · 
862-2090. 
~LUBS ANU ORGANIZATIONS 
CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST 
TU ES DAY NIGHT LIVE: Pastor Bill Wick. guest 
speaker on "The Full Ministry ofthe Holy Spirit." 
Tuesday, October 25, Ro.om 207, Ho'rton Social 
Science. 7 to 8:30 p.m. · - . - . 
INTER -VARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOW-
SH IP , WEEKLY MEETll;-IG: Wednesday. 
October 26, Merrimack Room. Memorial Union. 
6:30 p.m. . . 
ALPHA EPSILON DELTA MEETING: For all 
new and old members . Bring $4 .5() for Nov~mbcr'6 
initii1tion dinner at 6 p.m. Wednesday,, October 26, 
COMPUTER SERVICES 
-- Ndn-credit _cour~es for a nominal fee are li-sted 
below. Re_g1strat1on is required. Call 862-3527 or 
stop by. Room 2E. Stoke :Clusfer. 'Additional $5 
charge f_or non~USN H personel. All courses are 
fleta m :S toke (,.luster unless otherwise indicated 
MICROCO~PUTER SEMINAR SERIES·: 
Mont_hly seminars set:tJP in two-part format. First 
hour is_ op~n ~o~ questions. general discussion, and 
help with md1v1oua_l ,problems. Second hour is for 
s~hedule prese_ntatwn and /'6r demonstration· on 
. ~1the~' _ha:dware or s~ftware: T?pic for this 
- e_ m I n a r. L o o k a t . a n d . d 1 s cuss new 
IJ1t.cr..Q£.~WJJ,.lJ.~~rs. t-Jop~~to havc;j2,EC Professional 
350 and Radio Shack Model IOO'I(vailable Friday 
October 28 (r:om 2 to 4 p.m. · · 
GENERAL 
BACKGAMMON TOU_RNAMENT: Spons~.red 
by Games Roof!I / Studcnt Activities. Tuesday, 
Oct().ber 25 , HIilsborough Room, Memorial 
· 0\11tf.n'~··&:30 p~m . No entries accepted after October 
24. , 
FOOSBALL (TA~LE SOCCOR) TOURNA-
MENT: Open to all UNH students. Wednesday. 
October 26. Games Room,_.Memoria.l Union, 6:30 
p.m. Si.gn up at Games Room Desk. Memorial 
Unioh, October_ 19-25 . No entries accepted after 
Octobc'r 25. • 
ACU-1 BI-LLARDS TOURNAMENT: 
· Sponsored by Games Room / S1udent Activities. • 
Open to all lJ NH students. Winners in mens and 
wom~ns divisions qualify for ACU-:1 Regional 
1:'~rnrname~t at Boston U niyer~ity. February 1984. 
Sign up rn Games . Room, . Memorial Union, 
October 23-November 5. Sunday. November 6, 
Games Room, Memorial . Union, · I I a.m. 
Admission: $1. 
NATIONAL WOMEN'S HISTORY WEEK 
PLANNING .COMM ITT:EE MEETING: 
. Sponsored by Women's Commission and History 
_Departmen~. All students. staff and faculty-
mterested m planning events for the week. 
welcome to attend. -Thursday. October 27 . Room 
391. Horton Social _.Science, 5 p .m. · 
F-ILM ",R<?SE~ IN DECEMBER": Sponsored by . 
Womens Studies Program and Studentsf or Peace 
_ in Central America . F ilm ab-out Jean Donovan a 
religious lay worker. murdered._ along witt) th;ee . 
Maryknoll nuns. by Salvadoran se.curity forces in 
December 1980. Wednesday. October 26~ Carroll 
Room, Memorial LJ.nion, 7 :30 p.m . . 
NEW/ OLD CINEMA: ~ Sponsored by MUSO. 
"Sul)rise." Wednesday, October 26~ Room 110. 
Murkland. 7 and 9 :30 p.m.· 
MUSO HLM SERIES: "Wait Until Dark ." 
Thursday, October 27, Strafford Room. Memorial 
Union, 7 & 9:~0 p.m .. Admission: $1 · 
SEABROOK DE'BATE-GOVERNOR JOHN Room 212, Hewitt. 7 p.m. · 
GERMAN CLUB MEETING: Discussion ·of --. -'" 
future plans. Wednesday. Oct<lher 26. German 
Lounge, M-urkland . 7 p.m. · 
S~NUNU AND SENATOR ALAN 
CRAN_sn;)N: Sponsored by Democratic Student-
.Orgarnzatl'On and Students for Cranston. 
Presidential hopeful Senator Cranston will 
STUDENTS FOR .LIBERTY ORGANIZA-
TION_AL ~ EETINCi : Discuss v:'trious aspects of 
p~rsonal liberty, and -the ,qbjectivist theory. 
1 hurs~ay: <?ctc)b~r 27. Hanover Room. 6:30 p.m. 
PROl ESl ANl STUDENT GATHERING 
WEEKLY M_EETING: Thursday, October· ' 27, 
Forum Room, Library, 7 p .m. 
NATIONAL STUTTERING PROJECT: Self-
help and support group for people who stutter~ 
Thursday. Oct_ober 27 . Room 21 7. Horton Social 
Science, 7:30 to 9:30 p.m . . 
~ER~PECTIVES : Undergraduate journal 
locus!~g on ~ociology and ltnthropology is 
recruiting contnb.utors and staff members for 1984 · 
edition. For more information, call Christy 
Hammer, 749-5726 o~ leave message at Socic)louy 
Department. 862-1800. · ~ 
FEELING GOOD: WAYS OF COPING WITH 
DEPR~SSION · woRKSHOP: Sponsored hy 
Cool-Aid. Workshops- to be held as follows: 
Tuesday. November I, Rec Room, Devine. 7:30 
p.m.: Thursday. November 3, Room 218, ( He:'\, 
~o~rn1), McConnell, _4 p .m. and in Main Lounge, 
Smith. 7:30 p.m.: l uesday, Noven'iber 8, Main 
"L~.unge. Williamso.n. 7:30 p.m. , · 
. a~~ress , students immediately following debate. 
h1day. October 28, via closed circuit T.V., 
Straff<l'rd ~o_om. Mef!Ibrial_ Union. 5:30 to 6 p.m. 
UNIVERSllY ARl GALLERIES: Two new 
exhibitio_ns: "Illustrious: \Contemporary New 
Hampshire Illustrators" and "Paintings by Max 
Maynard" beginning . Octbber 31 through 
December 11 . · Hours are Monday through 
Wednesday, lO ,a.m. to 4 p.m.; Thursdays. IO a .m. 
t? ~ p.m.: Satur:day and Sunday, 1 to 5 p.m. Closed 
Fnday ~nd Umversity Holidays, · 
6,N EVENING AT THE SEVEN SINS 
SPEAKEASY: Sponsored by Hotel 
Administration. Enjoy seven sinfully delicious 
courses cf gourmet cuisine followed by dancing 
and musical entertainment. Friday. November 4 
and Saturday, November 5, Granite State Room. 
Mem<'>rial Union. 6:30 p.m. Tickets at $14 .95 per 
person still availab'lc at Ticket Office Memorial 
r Union. 862-2290. · 
l0NIVERSITY · INFORMATION CENTER 
I.OST AND FOUND SALE: Sale of found items 
left at Information Center. Wednesday, _October 
26. Memorial Union. 8 a.m. to I p.m . 
- --DE~MOCRA-TSi __ ....._._ 
( cpntinued_ from ,page 1) 
Senator Alan Cranston will 
de.bate N.H. Governor John 
~ununu about the feasibility ·of 
the Sea,brook Nuclear Power 
Plant from 5:30 to ,6:30 p.m. It 
will b~ shown· via closed circuit 
television i-n the Strafford 
Room. Cranston will address 
studertts immediately following 
the debat~ _ in the Strafford 
Room. 
. , Colorado Sen. Gary Hart 
will speak at 12 noon in the 
Sfraff ord Room. and eat lunch 
. with students at 12:45 . m the 
MU 8 Cafeteria. 
OcL 29 - . the N. H. 
Democratic State Mid term 
Convention will be ·held at NH 
College (NHC) in Manchester 
from 8:30 a.m. to 4 · p.m, All 
candidates will appear at this 
c-c>n~ention. Car.· pools- will be 
leaving the · MU B . at IO a .m . 
Saturday for a presidential 
campaign rally at noon in 
NHC's new gymnasium. The 















Dr. Leary wil_l also speak 
at the MUB 
at 8 P.M. Tuesday , 
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~... t~.• :f,.,., ~\l1•!~'°'! ::~..,, 
.· PEOPLExpress iscomingto campus in search of 
RESERVATIONS SALES ASSOCIATES . · . 
/ 
-
. SOPHOMORES.~.JUNIORS •.. SENIORS •.. GRAD STUDENTS-. ~ . ~ 
. . - -
START NOW AS.A RESERVATIONS SALES ASSOCIATE. You'l/-be the first point / 
of contact between PEOPLExpress and our customers, providing accurate . · 
scheduling and price information-and selling seats for .PEOPLExpress flights. 
You'll be based at .NEWARK INTE_RNATIQNAL AIRPORT and you will have a 
, , flexible work schecf_ule th~t fits in with your classes: 
- ~ . 
THE.JOB OFFERS/jLLTHIS: . 
C. _$5.00 an .hour to start-. with regularly . 
. ::scheduled raises - · 
•. ·• UNLIMITED TRAVEL PRIVILEGES ON 
P_EOPLExpress (Not only for you but ·· 
· spouses,. t°-°,, after 30 days of employment) 
· • FRl;E-PARKING AT THE AIRPORT . 
THE MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM 
HOURS YOU MAY WORK ARE:. 
.- • Minimum of 4 hours per day 
• Minimum of 20 hours per ~week 
• Maximum of40 t)ours_per week : · · 
· . TO QUALIFY, you must have a GPA of 2.5 or.better, be currently enrolled, be articulate-and · · 
. -have a mature attitude and business-like appearance. Previous work experience is a must. - · 
Interviews will be_ held . on Tu~sday, Nov. 1, 1983. Contact your Fie.Id -
Experience.· Office, Bob Mc Caffery at 862-/1184. Genera/information session · 
will be held in the Carol/Belknap Rm. ofthe MUB, 8:30-10:00 p.m. 
Equal Opportunity Employer MIF 
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< continued from page 2 )-
courses even though they pre-
preregistered, not being able to 
find where they should be once 
inside Strafford Room and the 
shortage of faculty and funding 
in comparLson to the number of 
students · enrolled in · the 
Reingold added, "I missed it _"_Last year seniors were 
last ye~r because I didn't know taking lower-level courses,"she· · 
·. about 1t. They don't publicize it · said. ''.Seniors were pretty well 
in the_ newsp~per." · . able to get what they need (this 
program. 
There are 413 Communica-
tions majors at UNH, while 
there ·are only seven fuli time 
faculty members according to · 
Ace Bailey, the . head of 
Communications· peer advis-
ing. 
"This department js not 
receiveing what it requires from 
the University," he said. 
Sims said he'd like to see an 
. increase in funding and the 
number offaCu'lly members puL · 
he recogniied money is a· 
U riiversity-wide problem: 
Sophomore Chip Reingold 
· said, "it's such a huge major 
they should have more staff." 
Bailey said Communications is -
. one of the largest · majors at 
UNH. 
Freshman Beth M iara said if 
~'she had known her courses this 
fall would be dosed in June, · 
· ·: she would have gone to school -
elsewhere . 
Although pre-preregistra-
tion was · advertised 'in classes 
and on bulletin boards soine 
. students .~oh1plai-ned -of poor 
:·_publicity of the event. 
:. "I wouldn't know about this 
_if I hadn't -called my advisor 
just for the heck of it," M iara , 
;:said. Students are required to _.·. 
Assistant Prnfessor Sheila year) and get out." - • 
~cNamee said pre-preregistra-
t10n ran more smoothly this 
year. . 




The New_ Ham1Jshire 
Take a look at the news . . .. 
CRlTIQU~--T9DAY 
\} 
for nH reporters. 
12 pm to 1 p·m 
Rill.§,borough Rm MqB 
includes mid - semester s_tory · 
idea and review session with 
advisor Prof,. Don Murray . t•huy Intercom, a publication . . .which describes the Communi-
t ations Division :polici~s -~,pd 
w rocedures. _ _ !-- · . - -.• ----~1!1111,!11.\ •_ ..-. ........ -...,~J------------
to seek to reso~ve differences 
between two or more conflicting parties. : 
The commuter /Translar center-
Introduces The unH 
ffledlltlon Pl'OIICI ·.· 
~ 
The project will addressr disputes between 
landlords and tenants and between 
roommates. All faculty, staff, community 
members, and students · are - invited to 
partIcIpate in a simulated medi 9tion 
- session. If you are interested in becoming a 
TRAINED - MEDIATOR or want additional 
information on the mediation · process, 
COME TO one of two information sessions. 
Thursdau, :October 27, a-e om 
· Wednasdau, nouember 2, 2-5 om 
carro11-1e111nao Room. mua · 
CONTACT COMMUTER/TRANSFER . CENTER UNH 
- MEDIATION PROJECT TEL. .862-3612 
This Weekend .In The Mub Pub~~-
Friday, October ·28~h 
DJ PAUL CONNERS FROM BOSTON'S 
#1 RA_D10 STATION WHTT 
· Students with costumes-$2.00 
Students without costumes $2.50 
Non-Students with costumes $3.00 
Non-Students without costumes $3.50 . 
All Proceeds go to the United Way · 
Saturday, . October 29th 
BEN BALDWIN AND THE BIO-NOTE 
"It don't mean _a thing 'if it ain't got that 
Ben Baldwin swing!" 
. . . . Students - $2.50 ~-,._. _ · 
Adm1ss1on: Public _ $ 3_50 Ticket~ on s~le at the door 
Both events sponsored by fflUSO. 
Doors open at 8:00 
UNH ID/PROOF OF AGE REQUIRED 
PAGE TEN - . 
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~- AREA'. I 
~-HA~~~~~EN 
50C 
Friday, Oct. LB 
9 P.iyl.-1 A.IVI. at Stillings 
COSTUMES REQUIRED 
Peter C. Greider 
603-431 -8391 
'"" . 
--Hats, totes, golf shirts, sweatshirts 
Businesses, clubs, organizations 
_,, --..;::, Many styles available 
No order too ~mall 
Long sleeve T-shirts 
w~h- sle~ve printing'. 
3431 Lat ayette Road 






( continued from page 1) 
property. 
UNl-1 freshman John Kuhn; 
a member of the UNH affinity --
group, said police asked the 
group for personal informa-
tion, frisked tlrem, and bound 
·their hands before taking therri 
by bus to an auditorium where 
officia-l complaints were filed. 
The pr~testors were charged 
with civii- dis-obedience and 
given a . summons to appear in 
Portsmouth District Court on 
Nov. 7 or 9.. , 
Kuhn said his involvement 
was "a symbolic gesture against 
the arms rnce ... trying, maybe 
futiley, to save the world." He 
said only time \,✓OUid tell 
whether the movement affected · ~-----------~----------.a. the future of nuclear weaponry. 
-..;..-
Before We Put You In Charge Of The Woild'S 
· .Most Sophisticated Nudear Equipment, 
. We Put You Through The World's 
Most Sophisticated Nudear Training. 
It takes more than 16 
months of intensive 
training to become a 
fully qualified officer in 
the Nuclear Navy. You. 
begin with four months 
of leadership tr<;lining. 
Then as a Navy officer 
you get a full year of 
graduate-level training 
that most of the men 
who operate the -
reactors in private 
indu~t:ry started in the 
Nuclear Navy.) -
It takes more tfme 
and more-effort to 
become an officer in the 
. Nuclear Navy. But the_ 
rewards are greater, too. _ 
unavai,lable anywhere else at any price. 
Navy training is.based on more than 
·1900 reactor-years of experience. Right 
now th~ Navy operates over half the 
The rewards can begin as early as 
your junior year in college. Qualify, and 
the Navy will-pay you .approximately 
$1000/month while you finish school. 
· nuclear reactors in America. And the 
Navy's nuclear _equipment is the most 
sophisticated in the world: That's why 
your Navy training is and must be the · 
most sophisticated in the world. 
As an officer in the Nuclear Navy, 
you have decision-making authority 
-immediately. You get important manage-
After four years, with regular 
promotions and salary increases, you _can 
'be earning as·much as $40,500. That's :·on 
top Qf a be_nefits packagethat includes 
.medical and dental care, and 30 days' 
vacat~on ecJ.med every year. More · _ 
responsibility, more money, more future. 
So, if you're majoring, in math, 
ment responsibility , 
fast. Because in the r ~v~~;;U-;;;T~ - - - -; ~ l 
N k 1 ·1 INFORMATION CENTER I avy, as your nOW · 
0 
• P.O. Box 5000, Clifton, NJ 07015 
. edge grows, so does . I GI Please send me more information about I 
your responsibility. 1. becominganofficerinthe NuclearNavy. (0N) 1 · 
. Your training and I Nam First (P lease Print) Last I 
experience place you 1 · Address p t . #--- · I 
among the country's City . stat,.__ ___ zip_ 
most ql!_alified prof es- I . Ag~--tCollege/University __ = - -_ -_ -_ ~_ -_ -_ I 
sion_ als. (No surprise I 
:j:Year in Colleg ♦GP . 
1 &Major/Minor __________ _ 
I Phone Number , I 
· (Area Code) Best Time to Call 
I T his is for general recruitment information. You do not have to I furnish any of t he in formation requested. Of cou rse, the more we 
L 
kn. ow, the more we can help to determ ine the kinds of Navy posi- J 
tions for which you qualify. . ---·---~----
engineering or the 
physical sciences, and 
you want to know more 
about a future in 
nuclear power, fill in 
the coupon. 
Today's Nuclear 
Navy is-an opportunity 
like no other in the 
world. -
Navy Officers Get Responsibility Fast. . 
Students from area colleges 
also took part in Saturday's 
prQtest. Plymouth State 
_ Co.liege sen-io,r M icheire _ 
Scanlon is a h-rember ·of 
Common Ground an environ-
ment a I _protection a.n d 
awareness group at the sc-hool. 
When asked why she attended 
t~~ demonstration she pointed 
silently to a button .she wore 
. which read .. when the people 
lead, eventually, the leaders 
wi11i'ollow". 
She expressed dissatisfaction 
at the number of people who 
turned out for the rally. 
D?d ·mouth senior- Jim 
J Bonecore, a member of Foley 
Hous€, an activist -fratetnity 
group, said civil .disobedience 
should be strong but peaceful. 
He claimed it can lend visibility 
to a cause by demanding a 
response from lhose in power. 
--~RTS--
<c~ntinued from page 3f · 
ti-on. Thi,ngs in there (the 
advising center) ~are always so 
general and vague." 
· Advisors · will be available 
during pre-registration .on a . 
·· walk-in basis, to ··allow time 
Jor people . as · is needed 
individually, Moore said. 
··Rather than ·Hello, let me sign 
your forn:is' thi_ngs are more 
smooth now. so· we can plal) 
with the student if that's what 
he . needs. or si1fn his . form if 
that's all he needs." 
The changes in the pre-
registration advising process 
will be explained fully for 
undeclared st'llde-nts in their 
time ·and room schedules. The 
new format will- be tested by 
fall's high number of entering 
undeclared freshmen. 
I AMERICAN -!f?CANCER · 
fSOCETY~ 
\ 
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· tions are discussed by the .. 
committee and the candidate 
chosen based --on the data 
and petitioned to get back on. 
The award makes me feel 
happy that people think 
enough of me to do it." 
The nurnber of recipients is 
open ended, Bischoff said. "Itis 
a qualitative . decision-making 
process. We don't have a set 
number per area or per hall. It 
is based on the- student's 
contribution and whether he or 
she meets the high standards of . 
the committee's criteria ." 
WE'RE FIGHTING FOR YOUR LI FE 
-supplied by the nomination 
forms . . Kate Mulligan, Hall 
Director of Fairchild, said 
anyone can nominate a 
student. · .. I nominated Kim 
because . she c:ame back to 
school early and was helpful to 
me as a new Hall Director~ I've 
heard nothing but great reports 
Have · a point to make? 
Sheryl Dearborn, President 
of Hitchcock said, "It's nice to 
know someone is l}_oticing what 
I'm doing. I don't feel like I'm 
fighting a losing battle." - Students who helped design 
the program felt it · was 
important that the winners 
receive the award from their 
peers as o,ppos_ed to an official 
Write a· letter 
To the Editor! 
Betty Barlet, the RA at 
Hitchcock who nominated 
Sheryl said, .. Sheryl deserved it 
for her ov~rall attitude in the 
dorm. She's always there for 
people and is an excellent role 
model. She has a unique way of 
motivating people and is an 
enthusiastic worker. She really 
puts out the effort and makes 
you care." 
Kimberly Britko, Secretary 
of Fairchild said, .. I was 
surprised. I hadn't any clue. 
When l1 saw the letter from 
Residential Life I went 'jeez,' as 
last year I was kicked. off 
ca~pu~bec~use of th~t!ery) 
f' 
- about her from those in the 
dorm." 
. Andrew Pite, a sophomore 
at Hetzel said he had no idea he 
was nominated ... I was happy, 
but shocked." Pite won the 
award for catering to his 
roommate's special needs. 
Pite's roommate, Jeff Cowell 
is a blind student on campus.' 
.. I think the idea of an award 
is_ terrific, Mulligan said. "It' 
gives , students a wa,y to 
acknowledge someone 'who · 
stands out in their communi-
ty." 
_awards ce_re-m,or'ly or a 
presentation from a University 
faculty member. The program 
. she emphasized, "is by the · 
students and for the students." 
The-awa:rd committee, made 
up of a rnixture of students, 
faculty and staff from the three 
residential areas was created 
last year under the guidance of -
the " Eligibility Committee." . 
This «parent committee" 
discussed who was eligible to 
live on campus,' "a sensitive 
issue " Bischoff said. · 
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S-day $87. 75 
Rat~ ir;icludes food & lodging per 
person 
F:1rn -:, Ire,· trir 
lorm a f!rnur-caracit~ 116 
Iron Mountain House 




AT'll\TIO~ ALL EYES!! 
Shopping for E~·cglasscs'? 
Wr han~ it ALL! 
•Rimless and faceted looks-oveTIOO styles 
•Largest selection at every-price range 
•Sunglasses-Carreras, Bausch & Lomb, more . 
· •Sale f~ames and lenses starting at S30 complete 
- •In-store lab to.give you fastest service 
• I to 2 year guarant~ on most frames 
-Lanette Optique 
466 Central Avenue 
Dover, N.H. in 749-2094 
St udent and Senior Citizen discounts _do not apply on 
con tacts Or sales. 
Soft Contacts $89 Complete 
r~~:::i~1i:S.:car Contacts . . • $1 49 Complete 
Call for Details 
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Editorial 
,A parking plac~ 
The administration at UNH has recognized 
a common fact - the parking situation has 
become a serious problem on campus. 
-Carol Bergstrom, the assistant Director of 
Public Safety, rec~ntly acknowledged that the 
"parking · for students is tremendously 
deficient." With Bergstrom's assistance, the 
Parking and Traffic Committee began a study 
last fall to see how University parking lots 
could be redesigned to accomodate more cars. 
Even though .the results of this one year study 
have at least resulted in 200 parking spaces, 
this will not alleviate the entire parking 
p.m., in the Commuter Transfer Center. Two 
sincere and wise acts. , The Committee has also 
don·e other things, such as the use 'of short-term 
parking in Q.:.lot. But still the park_ing problem · 
exists. 
facilities." 
There is the answer to the parking problem. 
But, even though the answer is s1mple its 
_ application i_sn 't. A parking garage, like any 
cother structure, needs primarily one thing- · 
capital. Unless the government comes throu-gh 
with a grant, the raising of capital will be ·the 
major obstacle. 
Marty of the faculty, staff and students 
realize the problem with parking in this town. 
Very few people have ipdeed argued that 
parking isn't a problem. The issue here is that 
age old question - what's to .be done? 
problern. ' · · , 
· Well, the Par~in·g and Traffic Committee 
have .given us a few solutions, yet these cannot 
be considered sufficient to end the problem. 
What more ·can be done? Perhaps the best 
answer came from Dave Fla·nd~s, chairman of 
the Parking and Traffic Committee and the 
Director of Public Safety. Flanders is quoted· 
Perhaps that's rushing things a bit: After all, · 
the Parking and Traffic Committee is studying 
the feasibility of a parking· garage and surely 
the study will include financial considerations. 
It is the responsibility of the Parking and 
Traffic Committee to recommend it's decision 
concerning the possibility of a parking garage. 
However, if it takes as long for this more 
serious study as it did for the study of parking 
lots, we should be hearing from the committee 
sometime in t-he fail of 1984. 
The Pa_rking and Traffic Comm_ittee realizes 
this and so they are reportedly developing a 
parking issues· questionnaire for the campus 
community and are scheduled to hold a public 
meeting 'tor T·hursday, November IO, at 12:30 
.as saying, "'the only way' we're going to solve 
the _ parking · problem is _ to build additional 
.-Brian J. Couturier 
. Letters 
Beir_ut 
To the Editor: 
The· tragic kamikaze style 
bombings in Beirut, an 
unprecedented to-ll of American 
and French lives, ·ought to -jolt 
Americans into questioning thei-r 
foreign policy objectives , in . 
Lebanon. The Marines, together 
with the other members of the 
Multi-National Forces: are there. 
presumably, to be peace keepers. I 
fail to understand this term. A 
contingent of a few thousand 
soldiers cannot, in any way; alter 
the power struggle currently going 
on in Lebanon. 11 is inevitable that 
they get caught in the crossfire~ 
'declared that the defense ' of' 
SHOUK el-GARB in the Shouf 
mountains by the Christiari forces 
of the Lebanese army lies in its 
strategic interests only sought to 
reinforce that belief. In essense the 
Americans are supporting the 
wrong side. Gemayel does not even 
command the loyalty of all _ the 
Christians. Not after his brother, 
Bashir, blew up half of Suleiman 
Franjieh's· family a few years ago. 
Franjieh was an · old Christian 
president of Lebanon. 
Next, · let · us examine the 
sequence of events starting from 
the fsraeli invasion of June '82. 
Initially the Israeli objective was 
limited: they . wanted to drive· the 
PLO oyt of the Katyusha rockey 
ran~ of Northern Israel. As they 
began their drives their objectives 
expanded and Ariel . Sharon the 
war hawk, decided to decimate the 
PLO altogether. The Israelis 
clashed with the Syrians · in an 
overwhelming show of force and 
routed them. The PLO found itself 
trapped in Beirfft. After a month of 
It is also imperative for the 
American people to understand 
the nature of this power struggle. 
Only then could a set of political 
and diplomatic objectives be put 
forth in a clear manner, thus 
paving the way for a w>ll defined 
military role. 
The.current power struggle is an 
attempt by the,M uslim majo_rity to 
alter the prevailing political power 
structure -in Lebanon. The 
Le b a·n es e h'a d d t: v. is e d a 
constitution in thc"'30s that made it 
mandatory for the President to be 
a Maronite Christian and the 
Prime Minister a Muslim . Since all 
executive powers· were invested in 
the President, the Prime Minister's 
Office was largely ceremonial. This 
constitution was a handiwork of 
· intense shelling the PLO 
· , eapitulated and dispersed from 
Beirut. The media went ga-ga over 
milit.ary exploits. 
· the Maronite Christians working · 
. with the French, during thc ·French · 
Occupation of Lebanon, who had 
cultivated the Maronitcs ·into the 
political elite. The present 
Gemaycl govcrn·ment vows to 
uphold this constitution. The 
Muslims, who arc clearly in the 
majority, are vigorously pushing 
for change. They. rightly. want to 
be part of the _dccisi,o_n-making 
process. 
At this point we come back to 
the . American role. Since the 
Ma-rines .arc largely ineffectual in 
attempting fo preserve the peace. 
the Muslims perceive _their actual 
role as supporters and abctt~rs of 
the illegitimate Gcmayel _ regime. 
Since the Reagan admin istration 
has been vague in defining the 
exact role of the Marines. coupled 
_ by the fact that the Administ~_ation 
From thence the picture began 
to change. The· Soviets began a 
massive rearmament _of Syria. Th_e 
Lebanese Muslims. together with 
the leftists, began a war of attrition 
on the Israelis. Israeli soldiers were 
then picked off one by one. The 
Soviets, calculating that moul}ting 
, .casualties among the Israelis 
would inhibit the Israeli army from 
further adventures bega_n to work 
to restore the balance in the only 
other sector that counted - the 
_ air. T-he SAM-5 missiles. operated 
·by the Soviets, has. until now. 
· neuirc;1lized Israeli air superiority. 
The Syrian hand has been 
strengthened. Through the Syrians 
the Soviets can ensure a 
continuous .flow of sophisticated 
front line weapons. Armed t,o the 
teeth, the Lebanese Muslims now 
feel that they have nothing to lose. 
They arc going to change the 
Gcmaycl installed political status 
quo or die trying. Hence · the 
suicide bombing missions. It is- in 
this context that Americans should 
understand the aspirations of a 
majority of the Lebanese people. 
Supporting Gcmayel at this 
stage is futile a'nd a lost cause. 
Nobody can wish away the desires 
of the Lebanese Muslim majority 
to be masters of their own destiny 
and to participatemthe process of 
running their own lives. As far a-s I 
can see the proper . role for the 
· Americans is to get all the feuding 
parties. includi"ng Syria : to the 
negotiating table and start the 
framework . for the equitable 
· distribution of power in Le.banon. 
The task may be long and arduous · 
but that, I believe. is the onl'y way. 
· D. Locke 
Pease 
To the Editor: 
To UNH Students, 
I first wa·nt to thank the few 
UN H students who participated in 
the action Saturday, Oct. 22nd at 
Pease Air Force Base. It was a 
wonderful feeling knowing that we 
were there supporting the millions 
of Europeans who were also 
campaigning for peace that day. 
To the rest of you .. ,Where were 
you? Was there a good party?' I 
realize it was · homecoming 
weekend, but are you that caught 
up in your own sheltered world 
that . a football game is more 
important than world peace? One 
million Germans gathered 
together to form a 70 mile long 
human chain. Over 85.000 people 
gathered in frorit on St. Johns in 
Rome, Italy, in support . of the 
peace movement. Two hundred 
people showed up at Pease Air 
Force Base. The missiles are being 
deployed in Europe, thousands of 
mires away. so why worry, right? 
Wrong. We, as UNH students are 
in a red zone. First of all. Pease is 
the base- that launched the plane 
that drop.ped the bomb on 
H_iroshima. That makes it an 
extremely potential target. 
Seabrook is a good target. 
Portsmouth is a wonderful target, 
too. So there yo-u sit, watching 
your important football . game, 
perfect sitting ducks should the 
missiles fly. Students as a group 
have an incredible amount of 
influence. A sG:hool the size of 
UNH could have a lot of pull in 
such a controversial area. So why 
not use that? Next weekend I hope 
more · people's_ consciences · will 
shame them into showing up at 
Seabrook. The lame excuse of the 
homecoming game is not longer 
valid. Transportation can be 
arranged by the Kari-Vah service. 
If two busscs wcrechartcredTor a was made between "Pro Abortion" 
Grateful Dead show, there should and "Pro Choice." 
be no problem for an issue such as I am "Pro Choice." Although I , 
this. Get it together people. Each can not honestly say ho\,\, I would 
one of you makes a difference. act if I became pregnant. I do know 
Sandra Covcny · that I wou-ld want the .CHOICE to 
do whatever I thought. 'was best 
under· · the circumsdhccs. As 
considering myself "Pro:;Choice" I 
Abortion 
c:Jo not promote ahortion as being 
right. I do, however. promote the 
(1ption t-o choose.· . _ 
Being "Pro Choice" means to me 
that. · however grim the situation 
seems to be, I AT LE-AST have 
To the Editor: , ·· CHOICE in the matter. 
I would sim(JIY like to Th~nks again, Andrea. for 
congratulate Andrea Des Jardins making this clear. 
for finally making clear the "real" _ Al ison Perron . meaning oJ the_ term "Pro Choice." 
It's about time that the distinctiQo _ 
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University Forum 
Inside the Third . W arid: A ·Review 
_by Pasca! ~olineaux 
There are some books that are a policies of both the · developed 
· must, even for college students. There countrie,s _  a ·nd · underdeveloped 
are some facts one cannot ignore, and ("developing" is a euphemism) are 
Paul Harrison's Inside The Third directly responsible for the appalling 
World is filled with tht:.m; it was for me situation of most Third World · 
a "foundation-shaking" read-ing. It is countries . . Under the imt:,etus of 
an endless chain of individual 'out- western organizations, ".,.govern-
like'life histories of many Third World ments channelled _ a grc>tesquely 
families and countries in front of what - excessive share of thei1· scarce 
the West has called a crisis because resources into industry ... It paid its 
unemployment has reached 9% of the workers well, but it failed to employ 
population. In many third world enough of them. It did not drag the 
countries; unemployment is endemic, backward rural areas ... - Indeed it 
a fact of everyday life, running as high ruined them. As the great spearhead of 
as 30%; and partial .employment for up modernization it was cracked to be, it 
to 50% of the population. As Harrison was a disastrous flop." As Gandhi 
says: "Open unemployment is only a said: "By reproducing Manchester in 
small part of the empl.oyment India we shall keep our money at the 
. problem .... U nderemploy_ment is price of our blood. "Think about it for 
much more widespread and hits · a while. Harrison is pitiless towards 
mai.nly' the rural area and urban poor. the Western deq1pcracies that live 1n 
The I-LO estimates that it affects 290 · such ease and comfort that they are 
million . people in the non-socialist plagued by -obesity and apathy 
· Third World." How can we have such amongst others.(Yes; here at UNH 
a lack of sensibility, and complain, too!) . 
when for many Third~Worlders_- .Giving- a whole chapter to· "The 
unemployment is syno~ymous with Westernization of the World", 
starvation of a large family, and more _ _ ~arrison goes through his · own 
·· often · than · not everi death of the ~--~ ·pe"i-sonal experience, and believe me it 
- weakest. Again Harrison's words are creates a feeling of astonishment af 
best: "Of all the many problems that first and then puzzlement and 
beset the · Third World, the helplessness; "To the ethnocentric 
in traditional cultures, tlmging the 
baby out with the: bathwater. It is the 
most totally pervasive _ example . of 
what historians call cultural diffusion 
in the histo_ry of mankind. " _ _ 
Harrison ha~a chapter on the Third 
World debt, ariother popular subject 
of controversy. The example of Sri 
Lanka is typical of many Third.World 
· countries especially the smaller ones; 
it's econom y depending on the 
exportation of only one marketable 
primary product - tea, and it is 
· subject to the great fluctuation of that 
product on the world market. Again, 
let the facts sp~ak for themselves; 
- "While the tea prices tumbled ( 1967), 
the price of Sri Lanka's imports of 
· food, oil, fertili.zers, man·ufactures, 
and machinery rose. In 1974 a given 
quantity 0f her ex-ports could buy only 
43% of the imports they were worth in 
.- 1954 .... And so Sri Lanka fell into 
increasing de}?t. By--1975 her fore1gn-
owings amounted to$ I billion, and the 
cost of paying back capi-tal and interest 
on this sum was eating up 20% of her 
export earnings each year." · _ 
lack of funds, only needing $110 
million a year till ·1990 .... the distant 
sound of martial music was heard. The 
world's military spending t,opped $400 
billion in 1979 (Now at $500 billion)-
$100 _for every human being in- the 
world and nearly $ I million per 
minute. The social alternative_s we_re 
increasingly underl1gned; $15 billion a 
year could provide clear _ water cmd 
sanirntionJor all by 1990; less than 
$200 million a year could immunize all 
children against the six major 
childhood killer diseases by 1990 ... " 
The list is , endless. Where are our 
·priorities? Why? Remember one thing: 
ignorance is rio excuse. Harrison's 
conclusion will be my own: "No one 
could help -but be appalled by the 
continued failure of Western leaders to 
escape a narrow, short term · view of 
national interests ... .If there is a Third 
World War, it will almost certainly 
start :__ if not by accident - in the 
Third World. A co-ordinated assault 
on -poverty and inequality in the-Third 
World, fi-nanced by reductions in 
military spending, is the best way of 
avoiding such .a war and bf regaining 
prosperity." I would be tempted to add 
" ... the ONLY way of avoiding such a 
war. .. " I still employment problem is probably westerner of the westernized local, that 
central. Even the food problem which (western lifestyle) may seem the most 
· occupies so much of popular debate in natural thing ... That is modern life, 
the West is at bottom a question of· · they might think ... ,;That is what 
, . · providing the pocwrwith the work and -development and . ec'onomic growth 
income to enable them to buy thefood are all about." ( is that what you 
_ Harrison does not forgetto mention 
t he e v e r i n c re a s i n g. m i I i ta r y 
expenditure which these countries 
basical!'y cannot afford. Under the far-
reaching title "Confrontation rather 
than cooperation" Harri-son expounds 
on the awesome facts of military 
spending world wide and in the Third 
World especially; "A fund for science 
and technology for the Third 
World ... was allocated $250 million for-
two years, instead of $2 billion a year 
suggested by developing countries. 
The UN programme for -the 
eradication of malaria drags on for 
- can't comprehend the totaf lack of -
human sensibility of many people in 
this country and ·in · Europe. ls it 
ignorance? _If i.t is, Han:ison's book will 
open your eyes to the bare· facts. . 
they need. If the record of job creation thought too? Then Harrison's book is 
to dat~ has ·not been impressive 1 the absolutely mandatory.) "The Third 
· task -that · lies ahead- looks positively World's . obsession with the western 
_. frightening." way of life has perverted development 
W~at Harris,on says is that present - and is rapidly destroying good and bad 
Pascal Mofirieaux : is a reporter for The 
New Hampshire who has travelled widely._ 
A Question -of Responsibi}ity 
by. John A. Emersone 
On Wednesday October 19, the 
University Judicial Board found 
Kappa Sigma fraternity- g·uilty on 
· various charges under Respect For 
Others, including verbal and sexual . 
harassment. The important issue is not 
whether the above violation occurred 
(as it is clear it did), but who should be 
held responsible: the fraternity or the 
individuals in_volved. The Judicial 
Board ruled that the former was, and 
thus it was the fraternity that was to be 
punished, as a whole, ·and !1?t the 
specific individuals who part1c1pated 
in the actual. violatiory.· 
It may be best to first -speak of the 
facts of the case. On September l, 
between 11 and 12:30 in the morning-
afternoon, several members of the 
fraternity, probably around 4 but this 
· is uncertain, were rating women 
passing by with cardboard 
flashcards--the numbers most likely 
being 9's and IO's but this point was in 
question as one witness claimed that 
she received a zero. However, in 
regard to the issue at hand this point is 
in essence m0ot. 
The president testified tha-t when he 
returned from class he imme_diately 
told the individuals involved that ·they 
w0uld have to stop and explained the 
reasons why. At the time the action 
ceased, although the board heard 
testimony that the activity was seen 
going on at six that evening. 
The defense, in summary, was not a 
denial of the acti0ns but questioned 
whether the fraternity as a whole 
should be held responsible, as opposed 
to the specific indivi<;iua.ls who· were 
willing to accept responsibility for 
their actions. 
The {Joard ruled that the fraternity 
was responsible, and I disagree for the 
following reasons: 
The Board heard that while the 
event was occur'ring, there were several 
(perhaps as many as 12) members of 
the organiza_tion · around who did 
~nothing. )"he Board thus felt that by 
not stopping the action, in effect, those 
ind i vid ua ls we-re _ pa rt ici pa ting 
informally by condoning the action. I 
believe, that while their inaction may 
have been at best . an informal 
acquiescence, it was not explicit 
- condonation. While their inaction 
may have been lacking in ethics-it 
does not necessarily follow that this 
alone made it an organiz~tional 
activity. 
As soon as the president, as the 
spokesman of the fraternity, became 
aware of the activity, he immediately 
ordered that it cease. This immediate 
action, I believe. shows that the 
organization rejec_ted the activity, as 
does their subsequent action of 
o ff i c i a I l y re p r i m a n d i n g .t h o s e 
involved. It, · thus, follows that the 
organizatio-n had, in effect, . 
disassociated itself from the.event. 
. The president, as the sole sovereign 
of the organization, has the right to 
support , or reject an activity for the 
organization ( in this case fraternity) as 
a whole. As the sovereign, externally .· 
he represents the fraternity, and he, 
-and only he, _can by his sole support of · 
non-support make the activity of the 
members an activity of the fraternity. 
The only way is if the majority of the 
members votes its support of the 
activity either formally, as in a vote, or 
informally, by actual participation. 
It . is certain, in this respect, that 
neither of the above tests apply in thi's 
instance. 
What makes the que·stion of 
individual responsibility beyond 
doubt iri my mind was the fact that the 
action allegedly continued after the 
president's · orders. After such order 
w" a ·s given the fr a tern it y w a_ s 
disassociated from the event, and 
subsequent action, by those 
indi-viduals) being aware of the 
organization's position, was that of 
action taken on their own initiative, 
an·d of which they are s-ole,ly 
responsible. ~ · 
A small minority of members of an 
organization cannot. "<'.ind should not 
be able to destroy, or threaten to 
destroy, an organization by their 
individual actions, nor should they be 
able to hide behind the organization in 
facing responsibility for those actions. 
Tlie defo.nse of those at Nuremberg 
_ was that they were following orders, 
and that. thus, it was the state not they 
who should be held accountable. This 
defense was _ rejected and the 
individuals were held responsible for 
their own actions- even when the · 
sov~reign_ ordered them to -carry out 
such action. In our- circumstance, 
though admittc;dly insignificant in 
c·omparison, the president ordered 
- them not to do th·e action. If holding 
the state responsible and not the 
individuals is rejected when order to - ,, 
.carry -out such actions are given, it is 
difficult fo see how th~ organization 
can be solely responsible when the 
president · explicitly rejects _ the 
activities, and orders it to desist. 
For these reasons, to name a Tew, I 
believe the University Judicial Board 
was mistqken in its finding that the 
activity was an organizational activity. · 
And as University rule 14.122 states: 
Section 3. A student organization is 
responsible for any of its activities 
which cause a riot or disturbance 
which interferes with the · normal 
operation of the University. 
Section 5. A student organization is 
required to take every reasonable 
- precaution to insure that its activities 
_ and participants in . its activities 
. conform to the law and University , 
standards of conduct. 
Thus, · as I ' have suggested the 
fraternity (organization) is not 
responsible and that ·the individuals 
themselves should be charged, with 
punishments going on their record . 
affecting their-future, and not that of 
Kappa Sigma. , _ · 
In conclusion, I must emphasize, _.,_ 
that I am in no way condoning the 
actions of those involved, ;rnd that I 
very much . agree that action . by the 
Un[versity was warranted. I simply 
believe that this action was taken up 
against the wi:ong party. _ _ · _ 
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0 30 8 00 • Special Costume 99ntest .... · ct. · ·,: . . pm · .. 
i11.so General . 
Jodi's in Durham 
Music Smith in Newington Mall 
Rockbottom in Ports. 
Sessions -Music in Ports. 
by Thurs. Oct. 27 
· ·. UNH Field.House tickets · on sole· at mUB ticket office -, . ) . for more informotion oll 86Q-QQ57 
1uesday, October 25th 
8:00 p.m. 
Granite State Room 
· .. ln the MUB 
T-oiiight · 
· MUSO lecture series brings you ... 
"FLASHBACKS'' . 
A lecture, by 
\ 
- . . 
. DR. TIMOTHY LEARY 
Tickets available at the door -· 
Admission: 
Students - $3 .00 
Public -: $4.00 
Psychologist, Futurist, ''.High Priest" of the 1960's 
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Arts ,& Features 
UNH Symphony soars throUgh <"<"The Planets'' 
By Rae Ann Hoyt 
The soaring musie of Gust-av 
Holst's '"The Planets Opus 32" 
filled Johnson Theater 
. Thursday evening and earned 
the UNH symphony orchestra 
a stand.ing ovation. 
Holst's "The Planeb" · is a 
musical work with seven 
movements. Each movement is 
named for a particular planet 
and embodies each planet with 
an unforgettable musical 
p e rs on a I i Ly. U n d e r -1 he 
direction of Dave Sieler, the 
UN H symphony orchestra 
made "The Planets" ' a 
memorable experience. 
"The Planets" op,ened with a 
movement called "Mars, the 
Bringer of War". It was filled 
with rumbling drums and 
horns that blared the marching, 
bellicos.e theme. The staccato 
rhythm· of the movement kept 
the string sect-ion of the 
orchestra busily bowing. -
From the martial personality 
of the first movement, the 
· orchestra moved to ihe second 
movement called :'Venus, the 
B r i n g e r o f . P e a c e ;, . I t 
personified t~e )de~ of peace, 
featuring gentle harp strokes, 
and relaxing violin -parts. The 
tensions established in the first 
movement faded awaf, leaving 
\ 
only a sense of . quiet rest. 
Seiler's conducting arm moved 
_gracefully as he addressed his 
black and white clad orchestra 
during this movement. His 
upper body leaned and swayed 
with the movement. 
Tc.he t h i rd m o v e men t, 
''Mercury, the Winged 
Messenger" was inspired · by 
Mercury, the messenger God. 
This movement had zest. The 
music seemed to hop and leap 
into the air with childish 
abandon . 
"Jupiter, the _Bringer of 
Jollity", movemenffoiu, would 
make a wonderful theme song 
for an epic movie. The 
movement featured energetic 
bursts of sound from.the horns, 
trombones and tubas. The 
string section, filling half the · 
stage, played solidly well. 
The mood of "The Pl~nets" 
changes again in _the fifth 
movement titled "Saturn, 
Bringer of Old Age" . . The 
movement is eerie with a bitter 
The sixth movement 
"'Uranus the Magician" hacl a 
-sprightly, mischievous mood 
that called to mind -Shake-
speare's character · Puck. In 
spite of the apparent lively 
mood of the piece, there is a 
dark undertone. 
Female members of the , . 
UNH concert choir, women's 
chorus, and · chamber chorus 
joined the orchestra . in . 
movement seven, "Neptune the · 
Mystic". It captured those 
mythica·l - mysterious feelings · 
that are ·universal to man. The 
music twinkled, and the ·· 
addition of the women's . parts 
gave the movement a-haunting 
quality. · 
The Symphony Orchest;a 
was 70 members strong for this 
event. If this concert was any 
. indication, the .orchestra is one 
- performing group not to be 
missed this semester. 
sweet undertone. The rhythm Holst's "The Planets ·opus 
of the Sa.turn movement 32" was sponsored jointly by 
mimics the· tick-tock of a clock. , the Department of Music and 
The drums . ·arid- harps . were the John S. Elliot Evolution 
large contributers to the mood Lecture-Concert series. Art 
of this quiet, but perhaps and Science, it -seems, can exist 
unsettling movement. together. UNH Symphonic Orchestra conductor David Siegler. (Dorian 
Records; M a,jor- I.om retur11:s, 
· Stonie photo) . 
plus Big Country 
PETER SCHILLING 
ERROR IN THE SYSTEM 
ELEKTRA/ ASYLUM 
Some albums are not worth 
taking the chance on for one 
good song. Peter_ Schilling's 
debut fits into this category. 
"Major · Tom_ (Coming 
. Home)" has the . best vocal 
- harmonies since the Moody 
Blues and a can't-get-it-out-of-
my-head chorus, but the rest of 
the album is cheap filler and 
cheap imitation. 
This album strengthens the 
arguments put forth by those 
who call synth-pop unoriginal 
and meaningless. Based on 
successful patterns Iayed down 
by Kraftwerk, A Flock .of 
Seagulls, and Ultravox, Error 
in the System takes cheap shots 
at David Bowie, the White 
House, and computer 
technology,' of all things, with 
its childish lyrics. 
The music is nothing new. 
Highly synthesized and for the 
most part danceable~ the beat is 
sometimes too confused and 
the songs too short for- dance 
clubs. No exceptional guitar or · 
drums here. · 
Schilling relies heavily on 
choruses, repeating them over 
and over until they're 
-memorized and ma,king three 
minute · songs seem sfretched. 
He even counts down to the 
chorus of "Major Tom'' so 
everybody can sing along. 
Homecoming parade floats. (Dorian Stonie photo) 
••4,3,2,1 ... / Earth below u~/--
Drifting, falling,/ Floating 
weight)_ess/ Calling, calling 
home." . -· 
The vocals (all four band 
members · sing} are· sweet and 
strained, ,a stronger versiQn 
than Men at Work's. The 
Unless they lost something in 
the translation from German to 
· English, the lyrics deserve .very 
little attention. The sarcastic 
••where oh where is mickey 
mouse/ Uve and well in the 
White House", from "(Let's 
Play) U.S.A.",- and the 
outdated concept of "abandon 
earth" from "The Noah Plan" 
demonstrate Schilling's child-
like sensibilities. He even 
attempted a re-write of."Silent 
Night, Holy Night." 
_ Schilling has a great voice 
and some of his choruses and 
melodi~s ·keep you humming, 
but he gets over-ambitious ,on 
this record and would be better 
<;>ff concentrating on _quality 
and not quantity. 
-=-JOHN OUELLETTE 
· sin·ging plays in your head after 
the record is over. · 
Sounds like '"In a Big 
Country'', the folklore-inspired 
'"The Storm" clnd "Fiefds ·of 
Fire" a·re irrestible. The rest 
come al orig with time, although 
the album gets off to a high-
pitched start with the band's , 
anthem song and loses 
momentum from there. _ 
Excellent marching, anthem-
ish drum work by Mark 
Brzezicki creates a contagious 
Big Country creates a big, beat. The tones are high, up 




· album, The Crossing. . screams but is still clear. 
This_ Scottish band uses a The songs are like something 
confusion of guitars and E- · from Scottish folklore. They 
bows to create a flurry of create a mystical, Robi"n 
· sou rids · resembling _ anytHing ~ ood, Loch Ness Monster, 
from bagpipes to xylophones Wreck of the Edmund 
to violins to air raid whistles. Fitzgerald feeling, with lyrics __ 
Nothin here is s '·nthesized. ~ - COUNTRY, page H, 
<"<"J(oyaanisqatsi'' is 
• • riveting 
By Consuelo Congreve 
From a swirling sea of clouds 
to a face of utter desperation. 
Koyaanisqatsi, an innova-
tive _and riveting film directed . 
by Godfrey ,Reggio and 
photographed by Ron Fricke, 
without containing one word 
on screen puts the viewer 
through a number of emotions. -
The film requires a good 
- attention ~pan. You can't just 
-~ ~itJ.?_ack and _let it h~~n, you 
have to get involved . . 
· My eyes darted all over the 
screen. The images, from the ~ 
viewpoipt of an eagle to that of _ -
FILM 
a twinkie, made my m·ind leap 
back and forth, linking what I 
saw to what I thought. 
At the end of the movie the · 
_ audience is- informed that_ 
KOY AANISQATSI, page 16 
~ 




(continued from page 15) 
Koyaanisqatsi is a Hopi-Indian 
word meaning life in turmoil,_ 
crazy life, life out of balance, 
life disintegration. · 
on rocks. It shows an aerial 
view of a desert. The lined 
rocks, with many grooves and 
folds, look like magnified 
Clouds flow over mountains, 
• • I , 
.resembling exactly the 
waterfalls over the rocks. 
All images are either speeded 
up or slowed down. Buildings 
are blown .tip in cities: because 
of the e·xpertise of the 
demol"ishers they implode, 
melting into themselves, 
instead. of exploding. 
pictures of skin. The cliffs have - From breathtaking I y 
undulating lines of pale gold beautiful scenes the camera 
not gently undulate. They are 
straight and stark with jagged 
broken windows. They create a 
feeling of dejection and 
loneliness. · 
The everyday worid is_ 
brought back with a jolt when a 
lone man's face is caught in a 
close up. ln his face is echoed 
the confusion, fear, loneliness, 
and desertion of people lost in 
the cold unc'aring city. 
and salmon colors. The views switches to big ugly trucks 
of · vast expanses of empty blasting the desert to install 
desert make -everyday life seem hideous· metal pipelines. The 
insignificant. - camera goes into a city and 
The movie . opens with-
> ancient pictures of men painted 
show,s the broken buildings. 
Waves and waterfalls pour , Their colors echo the striations 
and glisten across the screen. of the desert rocks. But they do The editing by Alton 
Walpole and . Ron Fricke, is 
clever and creates the themes of 
the movie. The camera swoops 
over rows of neatly cared for 
vegetables and flowers. Later 
there is an aeria'l view of ro\\-'S of 
neally parked and color coded 
cars. Hot dogs and twinkies fall 
down conveyer belts and 
through .metal channels to be 
packaged. People ride down 
escalators through metal 
channels. 
. ' 
Coming in Friday's A 'rts and Features .section-
Happy Hour .Series continues with The -Fi-rehouse 
Lecture Series features John Ha-lperin -
, ' ' - . ·,- ( 
Book ~eview of Th~ ]U.D. _ Handbook 
~---~¥au~vE ·GOT TU Pl.RY 
HARDBALL 









· Th.ere are opportunities in · 
a variety of research and 
development projects 
ranging from individ~al 
equipments to very 
corr1plex interactive 
systems involving large 
numbers of 
microprocessors, mini-
·_computers and computer 
· graphics. Professional 
growth is enhanced 
through interaction with 
highly experienced NSA 
professionals and -through 
contacts_ in the industrial 
and academic worlds. 
Facilities for engineering 
analysis c:ind design 




_ At NSA you'll discover one 
of the largest computer 
installations in the world 
with almos.t every major 
vendor of computer 
equipment represented. 
NSA careers provide , 
-mixtures of such disciplines 
as sy.stems analysis and _ 
design, scientific 
applications programming, 
·_ data base management 
systems, operating 
systems, computer 
networi<ing/ security, . and 
graphics. 
NS 
l.NGUISTS - , 
NSA offers a wide range 
· '-of challenging · assignments 
· for Slavic, Near- Eastern 
· and Asian language majors 
involving translation, 
transcription and analysis/ · 
reporting< Newly-hired 
liriguiits can count on 
_ receiving advanced training 
in their pri"'.'ary language(~) · 
and can plan on many 
years · of contin-ued 
professi~nal growth. -
MATHEMATICS 
You'll work on diverse 
agency problems applying 
a variety of mathematical 
disciplines. Specific 




mathematical research or 
evaluating new techniques 
for communications 
sec1.1rity. 
Fort ~rge G. Meade, · Maryland 207~ 
An Equal Opportunity Employer, U.S. Citizenship Required. 
On campus recruiting 
November 7-8, 1983. 
THE REWARDS 
AT NSA 
NSA offers a- salar-y -and 
benefit program that's · 
truly competitive with 
private industry. There are 
assignment.s _ for those who - · 
1 
wish to travel and 
abundant good living in the 
Baltimore-Washington area 
for those who wish to stay 
close to _home. 
Countless cultural, 
historical, ·recreational and 
_ educationat opportunities 
are just minutes away 
from NSA's convenient 
suburban location. 
To find out more 
about NSA career 
opportunities, 
schedule an interview 
through your college 
placement office. For 
additional- information -
on . the National 
Security Agency, 
write to National 
Security Agency, 
Attn: M322, Fort 
·deorge G. Meade, 
✓ Mar:yland 20755. 
,t 
The streets look like arteries. 
The c:;ars are blo.o-d cells 
pumping, resting, pumping 
through the circulatory system. 
People are like bacteria in the 
blood system, lining up to 
squeeze into an elevator or 
_escalator capillary. 
The soundtrack by Philip 
Glass mirrors the action. A 
choir sin-gs Hopi Indian words, 
about what will happen if we 
destroy the earth: . Another 
s·ong is about cobwebs s'pinning 
on the Qay of Resolution. 
Clouds are shown swirling, 
· smoke rising like escaping 
souls. A rocket is launched and 
then · blows up in furious 
billows of fire .The last shot is 
again of the ancient images 
painted on rocks. _ 
Koyaanisqatsi is playing 
until October 27 at the Cinema 
at Market Square 1n 
Portsmouth. · 
....- .-cou:N:T,RY ~ 
(continued from page 15) 
like: "Through the forest and 
moor/ ~s t he clouds filled the_ 
sky/ the storm broke _ upon 
us/ with fury and flame/ hoth 
horses and masters went down 
in the rain," from the "The . 
Storm". 
Some tunes get too 
traditional and -~low. _ The 
album, more than 46 minutes 
long, starts to drag near the 
end. But. this band is highly 
original and quite powerful. 





I plan on living a long and 
healthy life, so I get 
regular cancer checkups. 
Call or write your local unit 
of the American Cancer 
Society for a free 
pamphlet on their new 
cancer checkup guidP.lines. 
Because if you're -like mei 
you want to I ive 
long enough to do it all. 
American Cancer Society ® 
$ 
~COMPUTERS· .. 
(continued from page. l) 
Treasurer Edward K. Roiindy. 
The fund is a result of a 
recommendation by the 
Managing Information Task 
Foi::ce · on updating UNH's 
computer capabilities· . . The 
University is on a . five. year 
rnmputerization plan. . 
.. A couple of years ago we 
· were in tough times. Students 
had to wait until -midnight to 
l,1Se comput~rs. arid some staff 
computer programs .had to be 
· · cut to give students morn 
· ·computer time," Shar said . 
. Several UNH , Computer 
Science students said the new 
· computers wquld be; a welcome 
- addition. · 
'The big problem . is the 
shortage of · computers;" sa_id· · 
freshman Scott Anthony. "I've · 
/ wait~d as long as two:-and~a- _ 
half hours in line." 
Freshman Jeff Martel said 
he also had problems with 
access to_ computers. 
"They s_hould have , a lot 
more~ ffte :s: Hniversit~ . in~t.s 
more corrwuter~." , . 
The · University is trying to 
keep· up ·with the_ advandng 
computer industry, Shar said. 
This program will ·help UNH 
catch up with the. market. 
The fi.,md . has already been 
used in updating two Digital 
· DEC 10 systems, - and in 
funding the new Digital Vax 
J l-80. "The students ·should .see r 
tangible results · in " the near 
· ·foture," Shar said. ,_, 
\.· 
l 
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DURHAM BIKE ~ -
USED BIKE SALE: . -
COLUMBIA 10 speed 
TREK 620 23" 
$39 SCHWINN 5 speed 






SCHWINN 5 speed 
CHILD'S 10 speed 
SCH~INN 5 speed ARA YA 10 speed 




~ . - - . . 





. Od.2<) 6pm- lam 
.tv:· ~ 1s&·.,.-
Bewitching Hour 6-8 
Cash Prizt~ For The Best Cos_tumc 
:n Lo(·u~t St. Dm(-:r~ N.H. 7 l-2-9B~)B -






Dniversity of New Hampshire 
celebrit~ Series 1983--84 
--_ ze'eva CobeM 
and Dancers 
8 p.m., Thursday, October 27 
Johnson -Theater, -Paul Arts Center, Du_rham 
-
· General Tick~ts $8, Faculty_ & Staff $7 _ 
- UNH & NH,High School Students & Sr. Citizens $6 
Memorial . Union-Ticket Office, 862-2290 




--~ Party -·--HALLOWEEN COS-TUME CONTEST . 
-with-
* 2-Grand Prizes: Entin;~ B-52'S Record Collection! 
IHEFOOLS. 
* B Runner~up -Prizes: B~-52'S Latest· LP. whamm·v 
. ~equi_rements: · 1.) vo·u MUST register at any of 
at 
The F:ranklin Ballroom · 
TH-U-RS. OCT. 27th 
Prizes for the Be,st Costumes,£· 
Doors Open 8pm/proof of age required 
the'·followihg locations: ~ 
. . . - - . ~ 
Jodi's-, Rockbottom Records, 
}Vl'usi~ Smith, & Sessions Musi-c 
2.)You must have tickets· to ,the 8--52's 
. : . ·- . ' /. . 
· show (availabl~e at the M.U.B. ticket offic~.) 
3.)And a, Costume! 
Sun. Night, Oct. 30, at the field house_ 
(Produced in cooperation ·with SCOPE) -
It 
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COMICS 
GARFIELD . By JIM_ ))AVIS -
·•:•:•:•.•,· .... . 
····.::::::::::::::::::,:-:-
SUBURBAN SUSP ENSE 
S ' I)' r,1.1£ r"Aft/OV.S SA/t'I
AN.<!i ;::-,eo,"I rf/£. 
_ · IDDHA R.. THA . rN · VMA/Y\ LAND or HE55e. r,o r t.os r _tN 
.------------------iA r,,.,.,£ w~,,_,,,, AN'P t:Nsre:AD 
ON TO iHE M1H,IC.AL- _e,1TY I 
I 
; 
oF F"✓NZ>1Nt;, r1-1£ crry OF KAM-
t..A~ /.IE -'>-'A~ ,=-a,,,wr> l)vJe.-N;ll,,v,J 
r/./£ crry OF VN/VE/e~ITY. 
Stl>D'-IA~ r/../,,q /l-1££T5 ~ 
(,,Vll.JouS. S T~A/1/G,E'R._ ON A 






rMATG,rfHe _u.AGr riMe r GO 
'TO AN AeuPtJNcru~G, -~ .. 
·cROSSW-ORD PUZZLE-
ACROSS . 46 ~~~~~dy and Wi 1-
1 Luke of "Star Wars '· 47 Tennis replay 
10 Elegant . 48 Blanc-or Jungfrau 
14 r1icknar.1e for Syra- 50 Arlene -
-~use Uni v . ( 2 wds .) 52 Bul l fight cry 
15 Turkish title 53 Actress Perrine. 
16 Deep involvement for short 
17 Pl ace of sacrifice 54 Stogie, western 
· 18 P.rnky or Peggr styl e · -
19 Lawyer ( abbr . J 58 Setting for old TV 
20 Ex t les .series ''Hank " 
22 Verdi opera 60 Organi zation for 
24 Pitcher 's s tatis t i c Mr. Chi RS 
25 :latl. Co ll. - 61 French arti c le 
As s n . 62 " . . . partr idge i n 
26 Famou s volca·no - t r ee" 
2?. Mr. Rogers 63 Something that 
29 Hundred yea rs Feli x Unger ha s 
1 
JO ~!~~r~i e-mc 2 . ~~ ~:~l ~~~-S~!tron 
J3 I conomi1.~ a hbrev i c (2 wd~ . ) 
at.iun , 60 Be i ng : Lat. 
35 l'a ,·octy 69 Max ractor p rod uct 
37 Unde r one ' s <Jui d- ( 2 wds. ) 
ance (2 l'ld,. ) 
39 - Maha I DOWN 
41 Clothin q chara cte r- l Fr ench cro°>s in ,1 
isl ic ,;, 2 Offic ial lan1Jua9e 
42 [ar bone of Cambodia · 
44 Ba s•·e(bal l game 3 Whe.re San 'a is 
· . neect .. , · 4 Mjsfortune 
5 Shameless 
6 Durable 
7 Type of shirt 
8 - trip 
9 Provide . as a 
service 
10 - Alto 
11 Exc lude socially 
12 In pieces · 
13 Severity · 
15 Tropical fru its 
21 God of love 
23 Fable writer . 
27 Opposite of syn . 
JO lose . 
J I P layma t e s of deer 
32 Lact ing national it) 
34 ---.:. avion 
36 le9a l ownershi p 
JE Bas ket makers ... 
40 Bucldy fbsen ,·a le 
4 J Sme l tery 1-,as t e 
/J S J.'U ta che s 
49 Satisfy-
SI ri reside 
55 Trade or-qa n iza tion 
56 Prefix: wi n rl 
57 Pl a nt aqa i n 
~9 ·ove-r'dde 
60 BalJet mo vemcnl 
_ 64 Opeus i te of c lery:, 
65 Suf fix: req i nn , . 
ANSWERS, page 20 
' ... 
BLOO·M COUN_TY 
By BERKE BREATHED 
. ~SS€£,;. 
YOO'(<£ ''BOY Ge~(£ 11 
IN ... UH, WHAT ''CUL-1Ul<e. 
GROUP ? cw~ '1 
\ \ ' 
1HE.Pe'5 A WOOVCHUCK 
FOR 1H~ 5TAC% CRe.W , .. 
A. 5MAU. BOY A'5 1H~ BACK-: 
STA<£ VAlk-T ANV A 
PeNOOIN A5 5TA0€- MANAf}E:K 
NOW JUfJT WHAT 15 
AU,1HIS?- . 
Cl«.K. 
YOU CAN PUT. 






· WHAT1H£ BlOOW 
· ,-m lS OOIN0 . 
ON AROUNC? 
He.RE:: 
OH, I JUST 
CAN NOT HANV<..e: 
~1~55 ... -
\ 
~MORT AR~ . 
( continued from page 3) 
"!he children were being 
promoted more strongly at 
S A FT ," . he said . "Th e.y 
, changed their focus :" . 
Although the house was a 
"great idea ," he said it could 
have been more organized and 
more thoroughly researched. 
"They did the research after 
the .fact," he said. 
He also seemed convinced 
that the organizations could 
have turned · to alternative 
sources for funding. 
"Th~y could have gotten 
more don ations, or u sed the 
profits from a party- to raise 
. some of the money," he said. "'I 
felt as though PFO and SAFC 
were being taken -advantage 
of.,, 
Rock said she coulq not 
compare the funding with the : 
donations given to H~tzel Hall 
. 'u for the--0-anGe-a-thon. 
, "There is a difference in the 
amou~t of work · arid · timing 
involved," she said. "Aetzel 
comes · to us six moriths before 
the proj_ect. We just got this 
proposal this week."~ 
Ducharme said Mortar 
Board could not begin working 
on the project until the 'th~rd 
week of September because of 
their b.ooksale. By the time t_he 
proposal passed at Acacia and 
was approved ?Y PFO, only 
one week remained to get the 
pt oject together. · 
Ducharme said the project 
• will-- have to be · cancelled 
because there is no way tq raise 
_the money in time for the event. , 
"We don't want to put on a 
haunted house that is less than 





1 NEC APC with . 
a. 1 28K bytes memory 
. b. 2 disk drives 
c. w i 2.000.000 bytes storage 
cl . 16 bi1 8086 processor . 
e, runs on CPM86 &_ MSDOS 
I. Printer enble 
2 FREE SOFTWARE 
· a. \/Vordstar 
b. Spe ll star 
c·. Mailr:nerge 
d.Supe'rcalc 2 · 
e. Mil lionaire 
f DBASE, Ashton Tate · 
g. CPM 86 
3 CHOld,- OF PRINTERS 
a. Silver reed 500P ·letter 
_quali ty 
b. OK IDATA 92 dot matrix 
w / graphir.s capability 
r- ST AR MICRONICS GEMINI 
~7 5oo dot matrix w 1 15 in . _carriag~ 
. ALL THIS FO.•R . 
OIILY $3495.00 . -- -
CONT ACT: Eric Wood 
RM. 202, Babcock 
Tel. 862 -2428 




~CANCER - . 
tsoc1E1Y· 
-T--SCHOOL~ 
(continued from page 3) -
course because -·traditional 
. UN H students can not get 
credit for courses · taken at 
1:-hompson School. 
Lewis Roberts, director of 
Thompson School says, "We 
have an open door admission 
policy at Thompson School 
and perhaps they (University 
officials) feel our course's may 
not be appropriate (for 
traditional students)." 
Thomp~on Schooi students 
who_take regular UNH courses 
do receive ' credit. 
Bright discovered, too late 
however, she could have taken 
a 700 level course, ··special 
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Join the thousands of students who 
have earned college credits studying 
abroad in CCIS programs . 
Affordable , quality programs --with :. 
financial aid available-~ ... 
FALL SEMESTER-IN DUBLIN 
INSTITUTE FOR IRISH STUDIES 
12·- 15CREDITS 
SUMMER PROGRAMS 
AT TRINITY COLLEGE 
OUBLIN 
Investigative Studies" listed in Dr. John J. McLean 
· the regular UN H catalog._ N ~ r .i· r- Mohegan C9m'munity College 
This course, an independent ews, sports, features .. -. ~ ·~ .,_ rJ . Norwich, CT 06360 
study, would have enabled her 
to take the same material listed 88~-1931 X243 
as Course 200 at Thompson , . COLLEGE CONSORTIUM FOR INTERNAl NAL STUDIES 
School and receive credit for it. l.------------------'---------:c--' L.. ...... ;;;;;.;;.;;;;.;~;...;..~ ..... ....;..,.....,.._.....,__,,...., ..... ....., ..... """"""__,....,....,....,. 
Jack Lahey, assistant director 
of Thompson School, agreed 
this would be the same material 
with a "'·cliffeYeht · -- rra·me ·· tand : 
course number. "Sometimes it 
is done," he said . "It is not 
proper _ ill' my .eyes. It's been 
goi·ng on-for years." , 
Thompson graduates must 
also Ca-rry a 2.5 grade point 
average to qualify for transfer 
and a 2.8 grade point average if -
transferring after only one year 
at Thompson School. · . 
: T _he study showed Thomp-
son School transfers maintain 
grade point averages equal to 
those of traditional UNH 
students . 
1
• _ • ,. -..;~, •••• 
Thompson School 'prepar.es 
students for .careers in seven 
different areas: Applied 
Animal Science, Civil 
Technology, Applied Business 
Management, Food Services 
Management. Forest Techno-
logy, Horticultural Technology 
and Cul_inary Arts. · ' 
Some students use Thomp-
son School as a stepping stone 
into fou_r'year degree programs 
at UNH or elsewhere. 
Geoffrey George, a first year 
Civil Technology student in 
Thomps.on School says, ••1 plan 
to go o_n to Syracuse University 
when I graduate to study naval 
architecture."_ · 
Larry Kaimowitz, a Food 
Services Management Thomp-
son School freshman says that 
he, "may switch over to a _four 
year program when I finish:" 
Larry hopes to own his own 
. restaurant someday. 
Fifty-seven percent of 
Thompson School transfers 
enrolled in the UN H College of 
Life Sciences and Agriculture, 
· 27 percent in the Whittemore 
School of Business and 
Economics, IO percent in the 
· College of Liberal Arts, 5 
. percent in the College of 
· Engineering and Physical 
· Sciences and one percent in the· 
· School of Health Studies. • 
However, only 20 percent of 
Thompson School graduates 
go . on to ,four year programs . . 
Chrissey Hussey and -Maureen 
Tischner of Thompson School 
are planning careers -as -
Veterinarian Assistants after 
graduation. Another Tho.mp-
son School freshman, Nancy 
deLanges hopes to find work 
on a horse farm. , 
--Howto beat--~-
. Sweaterville's· pri,;e~ . 
·on-brand-name fashions.· 
Ir . ----------;i 
,: .. "':, 1•CRAZY . 1 1 
1:HORSE :1 
I : : I 
~-----------~ 
r;-- --------;, 
I .- - - . - ·- - - - - - - - - - - I I 
::~:: 
I : : I 
~---------- -~ 
Making your own c o es 1s on y way o compe e 
. with Sweaterville discounts on famous-label fashions. 
Sweaterville is a factory outlet, with no middlemen between 
us and the manufacturer. 
, That's why prices are lower than "discount" on all kinds of 
sweaters, blouses, sportswear, shirts, skirts and more. · 
We offer names like Old Colony, Crazy Horse, Bonnie· Doon, 
and Century to name just a few. And others we can't even advertise 
· because prices are so low-but you'll recognize, them instantly. 
At Sweatemlle, we have. fine clothing for.the whole 
fam tion of sizes and colors. This 
wee Ladies Old Colon $ · 
shetland sweaters, v-neck and crew n 19'9· -
elsewhere for $20.00: at Sweaterville, just $7. • 
So stop in before you start your fall shopping. For directions · 
·to the· Swe,aterville ne&rest you; call. toll-free 1-800-323-1000. 
· We've got low clothing prices all sewn up. 
. -• . 
PORTSMOUTII, Maplewood Av~., (603) 43f5S2 t; 
. . . . .. . 
~ · Blouin & Co. 545 Boylston St. Boston, Mass. 02116 
PORTSMOU'lll, MaplewoodAve.; IACONIA/1.AKEPORI', Elm St.; WOLFEBORO, South Main St.; NORTH CONWAY, Rt~ 16; 
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Write letters to the editor · 
.The New· 
· Hampshire -
Double spaced, 2 page,s typed. 
) ' ' 
All _ letters must be ~igned. 
Bring to. MUB room 151. 
.·'1olttnestegg could be more . 
I than you ever dreamed. . 
. At· us s • . . ·. :· , ~ 
~.2w ~ : . • av1ngs Bonds offer 
· tr-
1 
opportunity without . 
· ·::r~ risk with a new 
··~ variable interest rate 
. and a minimum 
guarantee. · 
-~~ ~,, A Public Service of This ~ewspaper 
U>U'lCI & The A~vertising Council . _ 
,-.::. - ... 
TAKE A DA';t OFF I • : 
.. .from smoking. Join_ th~ Great American 
Smokeout on Thursday, Nov~mber 17. Millions of 
Americans across the country will make a fresh 
start and try not to smoke for 24 · hours. How 
about you? Or, if you don't smoke~ adopt a 
smoker for the day and promise to help that 
friend get through the 24 hours without a 
cigarette! 
A few 
"quit tips" . 
Hide~all ashtrays•; rndfihes, ---+~·-: 
etc. • 
Lay in a_ supply of sugarless 
gum, carrot sticks, etc. 
Drink lots of liquids, but pass 
up coffee & alcohol. 
Tell everyone you're quitting 
for the day. · 
When. the urge to smoke hits, 
take_ a deep breath,- hold it 
• for 10 seconds, 8!- release it 
slowly. 
· Exercise to relieve the tension. 
Try the "buddy system," and 
ask a friend to quit too~ 
;•· -r!***~*~*~****~'irlrl{** ~-- ~- ' ' . ' '* '.· t . Democratic .Presidential ~ . 
. t Candidate .~ 
* '" * J GEORGE fflCGOUERN l 
-~ * ·t . is coming to UNH ~ 
~ --------------------.* t * """ He_ will disc_ uss his candidacy· * 
* * ~ with eniphasis on uneniploy-. t ment, ,education and the l 
. ~ Middle-East crisis. · * 
~ ..._ ______ ....-______  
~- * 
~ * ~- -* 
~ - * 
~ WHERE: .Strafford Rm. in the MUB * 
! _ II . l 
~ * 
: WHEN: Wednesda~y, Oct. 26 at4:00 p.m. ~ · 
~ * 
'--------...... ---....... ....a.--...... ------~********~*********~**** 
---·A_p_a_r_tme_n_t_s_fo_r_R_e_n_t _ [ 'i' I 
For rent, 'l Jnfurnished- i'n Newmarket on 
Kari-Van route, 8 room, 1/? cluplex, five 
bedrooms. Great Student Rental. Damage 
deposit and references required. Call 
65~-2902. 
Apartment to Sublet-I "'""' _sublet my 
apt. in Tudor Hall for next semester and 
summer (summer optional). -Brand new 
rooms,' large kitchen, 2 sink bathroom, all 
utilities included., great roommate! I pa'y-
$220/ffrnnth , may negotiate if necessary. 
Convenient, close to town. Call 868-1602 
ask for Leslye. 
Bedroom available in coed house shared 
by students. For more info call Annette at 
659-6286. 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY! 1 bedroom 
apartment in Durham; quiet, rural setting 
(surrounded by fields); biking & walking 
distance to UNH. Call Doug or Claudie at 
868-2614 evenings and weekends. 
_[ _ H_elp w _  anted_· )llll 
Full or Part-time drivers needed. Must be 
18 years or older with liecence in good 
standing, car with insurance. $3.35 / hr. 
plus tips pius mileage expense paid. 
Inquire at Domino's Pizza, Spaulding 
Turnpike, after 4:00 p.m . 
ARE YOU GOOD WITH KIDS AND A 
HARD WORKER? . Varied job ·as wok's 
asst., driver, and all round helper in office 
and school may be for you. Room, Board, 
Group l'ie!a.ltli: ·!pl,us.~H7,$:;;pec mar:ttnl 
Inquiries to: Greg Heath, Horizon's Edge 
School, Canterbury, N.H.. 03224. 
Tutor .needed-Will be taking Real Estate 
Salesperson exam and need assistance 
with Real Estate Math-Percentages, 
feet , land, etc. in · s•mplified laymans 
• terms . Exam is Nov 1 2 so need ASAP. 
Call Judy, WoodwJrth days, 772-1226, 
.eves . 772-5065. 
, Amature photographer is loo.king for 
Female models to pose for. Glamour, 
Swimsuit , lingerie and nude photos. Pay 
range $4 to $8 per hour. You will receive a 
minimum of 2 hrs. pay per sitting. All 
photos WILL NOT be offered for sale, 
unless you request that they be sold. for 
an application _write; Photo. PO BOX 32. 
N. Hampton, NH, 03862. All inquiries are 
.confidential. 
POSITIONS AVAIALBE FOR SEMESTER 
II: 
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT- planning 
assistant. Exeter; part -time, flexible, need _· 
car : salary $209 plus bonus potential. 
#831-03 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING-engineer-
ing aide, full-time, . Sem II only, 1 in 
Concord, 1 in Nashua, competetive 
salary. #83092 & #83095 
' M E C HAN I CAL -E N G I N E E R I N G -
engineering aide, full-time, Sem.11, or.ily, 
Nashua, competetive salary. #93095 
- COMPUTER SCIENCE-engineering aide, 
full-ti·me. Sem . II only, Nashua. 
competetive salary. #83095. 
For more information of any of these 
positi 'ons call Field Experien'ce 
immediately. Don't Delay. 862-1184. 
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_ TEACH OVERSEAS: The Educator's If you're planning adance, don't take a 
Worl9-Wide Handbook and Directory to chance. For a · ·night of your favorite 
International Teaching in Overseas request mus-ic, ~heck out Dave Chase and 
Schools, Colleges, and Universities. Jeff ,Long. We'll even include a complete 
1984-1 ~85 Edition. Contains 416 pages lighting system. free! Competitive Rates: 
or valuable and -hard-to-find educat'ional Cal_l Dave at 2-1616 (on _campus), 868-
inforrnation on over 200 countries and 9729 (off campus) , or write to P.O. Box 80, 
territories. Makes-a great gift idea. Pre- Durham, NH. 03824. 
publication price $9.95, postage paid., · Bitf - Listen you! Life is just one big party 
Maple Tree · Publishing Company; P.O. so don't worry too much about the white 
Box 479, General Post Office, New York, uniform. You're going to do just fine. 
NY, 101. 16. - Besides, I don 't know what I'd do without 
1969 Plymouth Valiant. Engine strong, ·my favorite roommie! ! Hang in there and 
body gone. Good for parts. Used daily. Call BE GOOO!! Love ya, Joey 
after 5:00 p.m., 749--4487. Find a partner ~md get registered-the 
$80-Sctiwinn Continental, 1 O-speed 1984 Dance-A-Thon is going to be better · than ever! You'll be helping the N.H. 
men's bike, super condition!-New tubes, . Kidney Foundation and maybe win a trip 
some extras included, great for getting to Bermuda. Registration packets 
around campus . or for personal d MUB 
enjoyment. Think spr•ing! Call 368_ 1420_ available at Area an desks and 
Ask for Donna. . Hetzel Hall residents . · · 
Hey you Alcoholic - This is the personal 
that you've been waiting four years to 
receive. I hope you're psyched for Frida'ys 
rehersal (ha. ha). Just make sure mother 
nature calls before you get to the field. 
From your nonsection alcoholic friend. 
I Sarvas - Repws 1['5J 
The Co _m .muter / Transfer Center 
1ntrOOUCeS Tne UNM l\/l t:,Llidti1:1 0, p r.,joo t. 
Come to one of two informational 
meetings. Thursday, October 27, 6-9 p.m. 
or Wednesday, November 2, 2-5 p.m. 
Carroll-Belknap Room, MUB. Find out 
what Mediation really is. -
If the music at your last party lost its taste, 
try another flavor ... MUSIC ON WHEELS! 
For rates call John at 749-3133. · · 
Electronic repair-Expert service on 
- computer and stereo equipment . Factory 
authorized repair center for Epson Dot-
Matrix Printers and specializing in North-
Star, Zenith and TRS-80 Microcomputers. 
A-B serial switches $75 .00. Call Field 
; Technical service at 603-664-5058. 
9 to 5 Secretarial Service. Professional 
typing and word processing student 
papers. ·resume service. 18 String Bridge, 
Exeter. NH. (603) 772-9585. · 
, ________ - l'_ersonals---J)[j] 
M&M: Sorry ,this is late. The last issue 
' didn't run my personal! Anyhow, it said 
"Las is gonna be greeeat! " And it will be! 
Very little time now! Get set tq go nuts and 
Hey! I got Hetzel Applications! Can't wait . 
to boogie! I love you Honey! Monkey . 
$100 REWARD-For information leading 
to Jhe recovery of items· stolen (Escort 
Radar detector, Proton car stereo, Boston 
Acoustics A-40 speakers, and a blue 
book-bag, containing books and notes). 
Stolen from BMW 2002 parked behind 
. Tudor Hall Wed. night Oct. 19. Call 868-
2614 or Durham Police. Additional 
Rewared leading to the conviction of 
those persons inv9lved. 
. To Mrs.Kand Mrs. Kthanks for the great 
night in Portsmouth. Love, ·Mrs. B 
To B.S. in Stoke 832 (and this doesn't 
stand for Bull~---) I think you're cute. 
Andrea-I think that we:re going to make id 
The rough spots are out and I'm looking 
forward to a great year! TV, Gorp, NJ, and 
other road trips in our many cars. Can 't 
· forget guys! Thanks! Your roommies! A 
To the Big Sis at Phi Mu - Thanks for the -
bubblie at the Cocktail party! Missed you!! 
Psyched for a continuing fantastic 
pledging! Pl.ease take care of me. Your 
DA. needed for.Semi-formal, if interested 
please contact Deanne at 2-1666. 
TEACH OVERSEAS: The Educator 's 
World-Wide Handbook and Directory to 
International Teaching in Overseas ·. 
Schools, Colleges, and Universities. · 
1984-1985 Edition. Contains 416 pages 
of valuable and hard-to-find educational 
informati.on. on over ,200 countries and 
territories. Makes a great gift idea. Pre- , 
publication price $9.95, postage paid. 
Maple Tree Publishing Company, P .O. 
Box 4 79, General Post Office, New York, 
NY, 10116 
Dear Students: I am much concerned 
because your eductions are grossly 
distorted through serious misunder-
standings regarding the UFO 
phenomenum. Therefore I urge you . to 
contact Town and Campus Inc. for the 
condensed version- of my thesis. As for 
What You Need To Know. 
'. Stoner--,-Spur of the moment road rally?! 
Oh no, which yvay do we go?! So what if 
it's a dead end-I nev~r said I was a good 
navigator!! Dictionaries, calculators, and 
phone books-who needs 'em. We sure 
as hell didn't! ... It still didn't help to find 
KROF (new neighbors of the street? 
Maybe it's a -tool?!) Well we made it out 
plive and without me ending up with a 
tattoo-and so what if we ruined business 
for Pete's Peep Show Palace. It was worth · 
every corn husk and wrong turn Thanks 
stoner. Love AP or (KROF) 
Hetzel 3rd Tub Club- Sat. night was 
great! Good wine (??), good music and 
good friends in a 104° bliss of a bubbling 
bath (and cold showers) who could ask for 
anything more?! (i 'm sure J~remy will 
think_ of something). That was the 1st time 
but definately not the last. I'm all . set for 
the next bubble break-we're there! AP. 
PS. Hope you wild free spirited men find 
your underwear. Paul I think you left them 
in Deb's room. · 
WHO DID IT IN THE FIELD? 
Who ,s John Galt? To find out...attend 
Students for Liberty meeting on October, 
27 at 6 :30 p.rp ._, Hanover Rm, MUB 
What are you doing Thursday, Oct. 27? If 
you're from Wmsn, X-Sen. or Hubbard, 
how about going to the Halloween dance 
in Philbrook?What a blast! Dance contest, 
COflStume prizes, and _a s'pecial surprise 
from Andre, Robin, Peter, Susan, Gary, 
an_d Diane! Be ther,e-Al9ha! 
·Attention Chris B. from the 8th floor 
(Stoke): Where th·e Hell are our Pizzas! 
We're starving for ... Never mine, we'll 
leave that one open! Lov.e, C & S 
The sisters of Chi Omega Sorority are 
sponsoring a "Mile of Pennies" 9rive._The 
money raised will go to- "Save the 
Children" to sponsor a needy child. Any -
donations will -be greatly apprecia"ted. A 
table will be set up on the mai.r1 floor, ofthe 
MUB on these dates for the collection of 
pen·nies: Sept. 14 and 28, Oct. 12 and 26, 
Nov. 9 and 23, and Dec. 7. You can also 
bring your pennies to our house on 11 
Strafford Ave. Next to the New England 
Center anytime This' will be run the 
whole semester, so st;:irt · savir.ig those 
penr.iies! · 
Sally M. Thanks fbr the jelly beans! They 
were yummy! · 
DEADLINE for ordering the 1984 -
GRANITE has been extended to Nov. llJ. 
Orders after that date will increase to $9 
a_nd after Feb. 20th no orders will be 
accepted. So ORDER NOW!!! 
lo my little family, Chip, PE!sky, and the 
other critters ... this is. the life. The pitter 
patter of litle feet (four) on the linoleum, 
cla~s up my nose at two.in the morning. 
~ Love, April - · 
TO THE '83 EXECS::::: We love· you and 
we 'll miss you but don't worry- ,.special 
people like you always leave their mark 
wherever they go. Thank you, though, for 
taking yours with you. Seriously, we 
thank yo_u for all you have given us and for 
everything you leave_ us with ... speaking of 
which ... can you get your junk out of the 
office-soon? They're installing the jacuzzi 
Wednesday so we need it empty by then ... 
Also, don 't worry about u.s. You're 1.eaving 
things in capable hands. We just have a 
couple of questions ... Hannah--ls Marist 
in Maine or Vermont, anyhow? Blake-- . 
Do I really have to wear microbriefs? 
Elaine-- How's this for a theme-- "Jailbait 
Babysitters"? Sue-- Do I get Visa or 
Mastercard? Kim-- Why do I have to sit on 
Bruce's lap when I take notes? Pete--
PLEASE tell me,.what the hell is my JOB? 
Mark and Lisa-, Ramma Lamma what? 
Just to' make sur1;i we're OK maybe you'd 
better stop in and visit -us. LOTS!!! Love, 
'84 \ I 
To !,he, Sisters of Alpha Chi Omega: You 
girls were terrific! Lobster, float-building, 
Mai -Tais and all of Saturday was great. A-
E-1 -0-U and sometimes Y. Thanks again-
the Brothers of Lambda Chi Alpha 
· To K. Hartnett from Valley Boy _ 
Enterprises: It is imperitive that you cease . 
your wreckless and dangerous actions 
towards ol')e Mr. Pain . You are rot to 
attempt to speak to him or see him again. 
If you do, your case will be dealt with in 
the most severe manner. You have been 
classified as a non-person on the Valley , 
Boy Enterprises files and you are 
expected to act as such. 
Oh-oh, Karen. Sounds like trouble to me. 
You may even have -to R-Eapply to be a · 
Freshman Camp Counselor. How do you 
do it? Just get an application in rm . 135 of 
the MUB. 
Mary js a bed-breaker 
PAGE TWENTY-ONE 
Barbara and D.B.-=-You guys have been 
great and we're glad to have you with u~!! 
Get psyched for the second half of the 
semester. The DZ sisters' 
·want to be a "touchy-feely" Freshman 
Camp Counselor? Well, just get in 
"touch" with us in the_ Camp Office (rm. 
135 in the MUB) and "feel" · out an 
application! -
Carol, I'm sure your toothbrush will be 
happy that you've .returned!! Maybe 
tonight we ·11 ·get some contestants for our 
Ci. Gere look-a-like contest (I know one i.n 
particular) . Have three good WElekends 
without me!!! Kathy (Jr. Deb) 
Cindy, you're such a managerial 
assistant! Checkout my new NH mailbox! 
It's empty!!! Your loving roommate Kathy 
(remember me? The one with the single!) 
Paige, you· darling Michigan groupie, I 
really don't think that you should ever go 
back to East Grand Rapids , because . it 
really is too long a name ·tor such an 
unheard of place!! Tell Teri that I really 
think she better stop writil;lg you letters 
because l'M SO JEALOUS! You better tell 
GO man that I'm the best photographer 
that you ever inet (in NH that is). I'm really 
going to miss you. Karny · 
FRESHMAN CAMP COUNSELOR 
APPLICATIONS ARE HERE (MUB 
RM.135)!!! 
Lisa, things will work out for the best (and · 
I know you want to sleep with you know 
who) Kat-Hy 
ARE YOU · HUMAN? If so, then you are 
almost qualified to be a Freshman Camp 
Counselor. You also have to be a UNH 
student so if you-meet these demanding 
qualifications, .stop-by the Camp Office in 
the MUB (rm. 135) ·next to the 
Commuter /Transfer Center and get an 
application .' 
Susa_n, HI! I can't wait for this weekend. 
It's going to be awesome! So is Florida!!! I 
know that we're both going to be 
pelebrating_ big _time thi~ weekend and 
everythmg rs ·gorng to be Just the way we . 
know it is going to be! You Rnow what I · 
mean. If not, we have each other, right? 
Ha. ha!!! I know that's poor humor, but oh 
well . So, keep SMl[.ING!! love, Karla 
. Bart, Hi, buddy! I know that you're wicked -
psy~ti.ed t~ get a personal from me. I never 
take your- wise comments seriously. t· 
know you · really appreciate my wonderful 
sense of humor! I'm glad you quys had a 
great celebration last weekend and I hope 
you appreciated my gift of absense. (I 
know you did) What a relief, huh? Well, 
take it easy and do me a favor and humor 
my jokes, ,O.K.? Karla 
Scott, · Hi! Well, maybe I don't visit as 
much as I should, byt here's a personal for 
you! Besides I'm trying to turn over a new 
leaf. Alright, I've said that before, but this 
is for real! Hey, by the way; thanks again 
for the great advise. You ·were rig_~t and-
I'm wicked glad I listened. Our little game 
was so funny. Everytime I think about it I 
crack up! Well, I hope you liked getting a 
personal. This can count for a visit. 
Ha,ha!! You're a sweetheart! Karla 
How did NATALIE JACOBSEN get her 
start? Well, when she was at UNH she 
was a· Freshman Camp Counseloc How 
did she get to be a counselor? All she did 
was apply, like you can do RIGHT NOW at 
-the Freshman Camp Office (rm. 135 in the ·· 
MUB). 
, little sis. Allyn 
To t_he St. Paulie Girl in 343: "Hey 
Bullwinkle, do you buff?" ... To the St . 
Paulie Girl's sidekick in 344: "Hey you. 
get a real sex life" ... To the Goddess in 
345: "Are you really as great as you say or 
has . Petro had mono for the - last 4 
years" ... To: 346 "I swear you'll be buffin' 
real soon" ... Love your pure and innocent 
Lisa R., maybe I'll see you sometime 
before the weekend. Then again, maybe I 
WANTED: . Interested students to be 
Freshman Camp Counselors. No 
experience necessary. Just stop by the 
Camp Office(r~ .135 in the MUB) and pick 
up an application. 
Guitar for sale, 1975 B.C: Rich. Jet black, 
Grover tuners, strap locks, Dimarzio pick- -
ups. Excellent condition. must sell . · 
$500.00 of B.O. Call Roger at 868-9644. 
1975 Mustang II hatchback. Very little 
rust in very good. Condition. Almost 
70,000 mi I-es. Asking S 1 500 or Best offer._ 
Call 749-6837, even_ings. 
Typewriter, Montgomery Ward manual 
portable in perfect condition, $75. Can be 
seen at 241 (2B) Williamson. Call Cynthia, 
'.862-3004 for appointment. 
Keyboards: 1979 Fender Rhodes elec. 
piano. 1979 stage- 73 model in excellent 
condition, recently tuned and overhauled 
-by E.U. Wurlitzer, $600. Ace tone 
electronic organ, perfect second keyboard 
for rock organ sound, $80. MXR 
-- Commande series stereo flanger1 $55. 
Call Bill at 868-1924. 
1 "'172 Saab 99E. 80,000 miles, very good 
--: condition, all service records available, 
priced to sell by end of November. $1,000. 
' Call 431-7680. 
1975 B.C. Rich, Jet black, Grover tuners, 
'strap locks, Dimarzio pick-ups. Excellent 
Condition . -Must sell. $500 00 or Best 
Offer. Call Roger at 868-9644. 
Fr_ont Wheel Drive, 1976 Honda Wagon, 
. AM / FM, NEW Radials , brakes (all 
around). complete exhaust, battery, 
dependable, roof rack, ' great in snow. 
$950 or B.O. Call Lauren at 679-5928 
evenings. 
Sears Refrigerator ---c;Excellant condition, 
12 9 cu.ft. approx. 6 years old. $125.00or 
Best Offer. 8-3:30 p.m 2-1428/ Janet. 
Hand-st iched. genuine lndia·n leather 
jacket. Never used. A1$o, leather overcoat. 
Call Pam at 2-3208. 
Vital information about " UFO's "·: Booklet 
condensed from thesis-sophisticated 
intelligence analysis. Ask to·r ·WHATYOU 
NEED TO KNOW at Town & Campus, or 
send $3.00 to c1uthor (John Oswa ld, P.O. 
Box 652, Hampton, N.H. 03842) Arrange · 
free, group meeting with author (write, or 
call 926-6395 after 6 30 p.mJ 
To my Pres - cqngratulations! I knew you 
cow Id do it Would you care to get together 
and discuss some "Politics"! Tiffy 
Paula, someday we'll learn how to walk 
upstairs! · 
To the Big 0: A reminde.r- Fold your 
underwear! Why?? Because if takes up 
less -space that way, of course! · 
grandmother of the 3rd · 
Brian - Happy Anniversary. Thanks for the 
greatest six months of my life. Looking 
forward to more great t'i mes -
champagne, Horsefeathers, PD, and the 
Ritz. Get psyched for Homecoming and B-
52s. f'love you! All my love, Chris 
Hi Tracey. Here's a personal for you-just To the men of Theta-Chi: We had a great 
because. Nice job with the u s. See you time on the float-Hom.~coming·was wild. 
there! P-&P The champagne breakfast was 
awesome- too bad Denise got SICK. 
R. Sedler-'-The West coast is beautiful, Thank God JI/~ made the pancakes, but 
but something is missing ... How about DAVE: you sure .know how to filp ·em. JIM 
hopping on a plane and meeting me fQr and ROBERT BRIAN S: Thanks for you~ 
son:ie fun in the suri?! Love, your long pins-breakfast was fun. We'll be back for 
distance fan . more. D.ICKIE: hope you got yours by now! 
We will pay you to ski! Personable and DON: Get a real hat and a real composite! 
aggressive students wanted for ski trip ._,_ Cheerin_g ';':'it_h you guys was ... well. 
sales. Free travel and commission and interesting Give me a THETA, Give me a 
benefits ask for Lisa at 800-225-9116 -CHI. Give me a HITCH, Give me a ---!!" -=-------------.-----.- TOM: you are great entertainment .. BOB, _ 
HOUSEKEE_PING: Persons interested_ in you DAZZLE us; you man you. SCOTT B: 
early morning- hours _(5-6 a.m. starting you are tlie one and only. Hey_ HOPKINS: 
time) fpr houskeeping . Work study don't we deserve a part of the raffle profit 
_ pr,eferred / some hourly opportunit1e_s for all O!JJ:· hard work in ripping the drop 
a11a1albe. Call Guy Eaton at_ 862-2656 or tickets? Who's the nerd that painted the 
_862-1435. yard lines the wrong way?? Figures, it was 
Doo, I know someti.mes I say 'I want to aTHETA-CHlguy. GEORGE:doyouswing 
leave but you know I never will. I iove you .b,oth ways or what? That's what we hear! 
and I'll always be your little Woby.. LOCKERMAN: get a clue, we really didn't 
The Now Sound Express will provide the 
music/ lights and all around GOOD TIME 
at the Area I Halloween Pary, Oct 28, in · 
Stillings. -
The lower · Quad and NSE will 
amalgamate for an intense Monster Bash . 
on the 2_9th . Since 'one thing leads to 
another' why not start 'burning down the 
house· with the NOW SOUND EXPRESS 
at your next 'big country· party. 868-2167 
Hey Phi 1-Thariks for the written invites! A 
little late, but better late than never as 
they say. Quest ion for the day So ""''- fold 
your underwear? Keep smiling · 
What a feeling .. Dancing for a life! The 
Hetzel Dance-A-Thon is back. Live bands 
and prizes ! How does a week in 
BERMUDA sound? Go for it-it's only 48 
hours I Registration packets available now 
at Area and MUB desks and from Hetz.el-
Hall residents. · 
win the float contest-it was all a joke. 
ALLAN : get your own glasses. DANA: 
Start burnin' down the house-you 're 
just .too quiet. JAY: you sure do know how 
to screw .. . and nail and paint and build up 
"Sexy legs"! JIM: too bad there was no 
"squeeze" for you Thursday night. 
STEVE : Jt's ·a wonder you didn't get 
arrested for yelling profanities in the 
bleachers (we kAow your name now-
hee,hee). PETE: we'd jost like to know, are 
you a true THETA guy or what? **It's been 
real, it's been great-'-it"s been out of this 
world! Hope we party with you again 
before 2001 !! Gobd luck ~ledges-hold 
on to those pins! Love, The wild Hitchcock 
women. OX.OX 
Hello everybody. 
Patti . if you are reading this. thanks for the 
_ weekend. Is the t.v. still working? We'll 
s~e you around and say hi to your lovely 
roommates for us. · 
won't. Love, Carol · 
Hey BRi, sorry I didn't give yo_u a personal , 
last week. So here it is today. Can you 
forgive me. 
Linda, rn join you for ice cream. 
Jim is a shxt head 
Carol, how many people did you, meet in 
Boston? · 
Janet, you shouldn '.t miss your classes. 
Bad girl 
The Club 109 -.-today issued· a brief 
statement concerning the health of 
owner J. Guillemette. 'Mr. Guillemette 
has suffered severe neuralogical 
disturbances and anequilibriu·m problem. 
He is being cared for by the best 
physicians and is recieving the most 
advanced technological and medical care. 
We do not'knowwhen he will return to his 
duties as owner.' said acting Easy/ Chair 
Enterprises chairman, R. Routhier .. 
Boylehead- Well we finally both got drunk 
Qn the same day even coming hame atthe 
same time! I would appriciate it if you 
would leave the dreaming of mj to me 
· though. (Ha 1-:la just kidding) I ean't wait for -
Ken's Halloween party Friday, it should be 
good. You'd better not be too tired from 
your Club Grub thqugh, becaus·e I won't 
feel the least bit guilty about dragging you 
out. Your roommate S_LM 
* 
Hi Todd. Hope the cockroaches aren't too 
fierce. Tell your roommates what a good 
_paper this really is. 
Sue · M. You're in for a wild time in NYC 
Nov. 10, 11, 12 and whatever. Don 't worry 
about.being left out, we'll stick to the N.H. 
crew. 
All you ,editors, hope you had a wonderful 
production night. 
Paul, you are going to have a great time in 
NYC , 
Jane H, next t ime you try to bxtch me out-, 
get the facts first. (tee hee). By the way, 
thanks for stealing a few hours away from 
me, I actually do appreciate it, really. C. 
SweatPea: Just a note to say "hi". Hope 
everything is going okay. Just remember 
that you always have us to lean on . Hope 
to see you this weekend. Love your sister. 
EAR, I hope you .and James had a great 
weekend! love SL,.M 
ANDY C. Don't worry, I wouldn't forget 
your 20th birthday!! Hope it's a·goodyear. 
Who knows what will happen - let's jµst 
try to remain sane, _ and friends. P. 
Happy Birthday * 
_FUDGE 
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. DARKROOMS ANNOUNCES~ .. 
• Co,:ne to the MUSO office 
· Room 148 in the MUB 
Cost: $25-Photoschool 
, ·s t5-Half Sertfester Darkroom · 
For more information call 8.62-1.485 
. ~sk-for CHUCK HUCKINS or DON EVA . . 
• I 
/ _ 
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· MEN'S CROSS €0UNTRY . - I , 
The men's , ~Cco§s CouIDt ~y Team, , at the Eastern 
Championships on Saturda\, placed third out of 23 teams 
which- included Vermont, U Mass, Springfield and Bentley, 
with lowell and U Maine placing first and second ahead of 
UNH. - .· 
Captain Dick_ie Robinson .was· exceptional, placing eighth 
out ofl 19 competitors on this8000 metefcourse(a bitshyof5.· 
- miles). Eric DeMarco, Peter Ande_rsen, Aaron_ Hesing and . 
Jeromy King were amorig the- top five finishers for New 
\ Hampshire, making this competition the best· performance 
the men's Cross country Team has ever turned in: 'On 
November 5, the UNH team travels to Boston for the New 
England Championships. _ 
W.OMJtN_'S CROSS COUNTRY 
On Satµrday, October 22, fht . UNH Women's Cross 
Country Team pfayed host on Parent's Day with a SK Cross 
Country meet at the Exeter Cuuntry Club. UNH came 
through with the overall win, running against UMass, UVM, 
and URI. ~ . _ -
-Anne Miller displayed a brilliant performance coming in 
' second with her personal record ofl8: 12. Kerry Keene placed 
third (18:25), Maureen _ Con:nors placed fifth ( 18:32), Mary 
E-ilen Rose ( 18:36 ), placeµ sixth and Eileen Hart placed ninth 
in a time of 18:55. Three seniors, Miller, Rose, and Hart all 
ran, their personal · best giving ,themselves and the - team 
- confidence~ cfr;;:·1a-~~#~ee.ssJu4 '.s~ck1{y -at · -the ... New En~la-nd 
Champion-ships, ·Ocotb~i2cf'as1Tiey~--a re""two· fimes:t rere-rioing 
champions, looking for the~r third win. 
· SCOREBOARD 
FOOTBALL-- UN H 24, Northeastern 7 
FIELD HOc;K~Y-UNH I, UMass 0 
t SOCCER-Brow~ '3, UNH 0 
;{continued -from page 24 j 
.,....,"' ., ~ ••. : ,.,__ .,._ • >'.,.· 
a· rolL -The· ne)5.t gameJ 1grurist Rams are 2-1.' To win the ; 
URI will -be a ·J<ey ·Yankee· - Yankee ' Conference, UNH 
Con-feren.Ge . bat_tle·. · The must win all of their remaining 
Wild ca fs a-re <J-2 in·: the . games agai,pst URI, Mairie and. 
conf~-rence ·while the URI U Mass, while BU has to lose to . 
Con-necticui. 
tJNH . hooters · how 
dOJn "f o . Brown, · 3•0 
Netters pla~e · ~nd at Vermont 
..... · .. · . ., . ,, 
· By St~ve Larig_evin 
The UNH women's volley-
ball team won four of their five 
matches t,o ,finish in' second 
place at the Vermont 
Invitational . last Friday and 
Saturday. .. · 
On Friday·, _ UNH faced 
Dartmouth and Vermont. The · 
Dartmouth match was much 
closer than expected,-as UNH-
had to come back after losing 
the first game 15-10, to win the 
ne-"t two ames 15-8,l7-15. 
UNH had d,efeated Dartmouth 
soundLy in an earlier match this 
sea:s'on. . -
-- 1n the Vermont match, UNH 
cruised through the .first game 
. winning 15-3, but then had to 
struggle to win the second J 6_-
14. 
UNH head coach Carol Ford 
was surprised at Dartmouth's 
outstanding play. 
' _"They didn't look very good 
when they'pl,ayed us earlier this 
year, bu~ ~hey played extremely 
well in this tournament" .. 
Saturday saw UNH open up-
. against Bryn Mawr, with a 17-
15; 15-4 victory. Next came 
UMass who defeated UNH 15-: ' 
· 9,15-10 in what turned out to be 
the match for first place. UNH 
lead early but couldn't hold on; 
In their final match, UNH 
defeated Wellesley 15-11, .15-5 
to wrap up second place. 
"We didn't play as well as we 
are capable of playing," 
commented Ford. "Some of 
th-ose matches -were much 
closer -than they should _have 
been." · 
''I also · feel that we are a 
better team than UMass, we 
just didn't pl~y well against 
them," added Ford: 
The final results saw UMass 
in first, UN H second, and 
Dartmouth third. 
Two sophomores, . Beth 
· DeSwarte and Sue Bechard, 
were b,right spots in .. the 
·tournament for UNH, 
DeSwarte played· excellent 
::defense and served extremely 
'=- '"Well, oarning her a spot on the 
. All- Tourney team. While 
Bechard played . very consis-
tently on offense and used good 
shot selection, . knowing .when . 
to -place the ball and when to 
· _power it. 
UNH (12-12) -travels to 
Rhode lslahd to take part in the 
URI Invitational this weekend 
in theiL final matches of the 
season. 
~'It ·· will be a ·. tough The volleyball -team came in•-second in the Vermont · 
- Invit~tional T-ournainant this weekend.(-Jim Millard file tournament, with all strong 
photo) Division I teams participat:. 
----~ --------~." -.... ~ ,'--,.-~ ..a.=.,"""-=__,_~-=- -,------- · ing," added· f✓o"td : 
-------HOf:KEY------
history is sad." . 
-Each new league will'have it's 
( C(!ntinued from page 24) 
fcirmmg ~ twelve team league . -SL Lawrence (N~w y ork) and own post-season tournament, 
which will. proba.bly be-call~d .. Princet9n (New 1erse-y). but qualifications for national 
the ECAC .[eague.This_league The only thing . the Ivy _. playoffs has not : b·een --
now includes~ Vermont, RPI, : League has accomp-lished with . deterp-iined ~et. . . , . 
Colgate,'Army,' .H'arvard, Yale, .(heir new league is not having . _ The ~CAC as_ it has been 
Brown, Dartmouth, Pri-nceton; _ .lo play some 0f the :best learns - · kn_own_ only has _one year of 
Comell, _St. - Lawrence and . in the . ·East · (BC BU, ex!~tance. l~f~. . - __ 
Clarkson. ~ , . , Providence _ an_d UNH)° i'n _ . All t~mg~ ,,ch;a_nge~'" <\nd 
Officials~: froin Clarkson and l:eague compedtion. _ . \ progress , oce~rs; ... said CuHen. 
SC-Lawrence made·a collecrive The -effects -that the new We _use? )o have_ som~ gre,at 
statemenf g1ving their reasons lea.gue; will . _have on UNH games ~ 1th team_s l_rke _Harvard .--➔ 
for _ withdrawing · from . one ·hockey are changes -in schedule .,_ and Co~n,eILEve_n if~e do, play 
league and joining the other: - fravel and 'recruiting: · _ - ~hem once .or twice, it w~n Lbe 
· "the schedule ·.offered by -the · I} The schedule will be. mo:re - m league -. pl~y an~ won t .~~a~e 
~s_up~r' le.agu~ required too - · competitive because all school"s • ··_ that same,_zip. It _JUSt w_on t_ 5e 
much lraveling on c-lass- days in the league give schola"rshjps. _ the, s~me. .- ., 
.-' and- wou-ld be- an aca1,emic · :This should also strengthen the [ . - ·_ .- -::1'' . : 
"By J. Bar'ry Nlothes-' _ _ another difficult opponent as burden for 01:1r _atheletes. , teams for cpost,-sea~on play: . , ~ FIELD · 
, _ [)espit(being outshot 23- 10, the -Terrier-s are a.tnorrgst a What t!ll this-means for UNH 2) The farthest · UNH .will~ , · .• ... · _ ~ .-
the · nationally · ranked _ Brown group ofteamswhoa~e". striving · is that they are n_ow p~rt _ _-_of - have to frave_l is to Maine. T~is r (continiied froin page 2~1- , 
- university Bruins scored three for a playoff spof So BU _will . s~ven team -league m which an should '-C-Ut expenses, and give - ' . _· ··-:;- -
fir'st.:hajf goals , to . ha.nd the , -cer_tainiy come o·ut hard but it ' -schQols are geographically very the team more time .between 
· Wildcats -a 3-0 loss.· in_ch_illy remains to -be seen how the close, and all schools give games. · 
·Prn_vitknce last Friday night.' / Wildcats plan-to approach the _ . hockey sc~olarships". , -· J) Because of the strengthen--
What must have kept the final. two games of th~ season. "The schedule · \vi-II be more ed competition, · teams ·in the : 
te-a·m - mumbling into · their HopefullY, . they'H return to demanding and - competitive new ·_ league cal) _!Joast their . 
H.omecoming dri 11 ks- was the the form which earned them the _ - than it is now;·,, said Cullen. . tough schedule in recruiting 
factc'_ that they control'led the . 4-0 winover UVM·, and the well -"We'll play three or four games - ·_ new players. . -
play for most of t~e night. But played tie _ with ' Dartmouth .- against each teamjn the l~ague. The only negative con-
as had been the case in three of Some new faces: _are bound t_o - The new league will. be more- ,sequence for UNH is the 
the · p·ast four games; eac.h -- , see _plenty of actwn, an~ theu- balanced, because each school breaking up of the ECAC, one , 
pttemptcame up empty. · - desire to impress alo~g-~ith t~e is a scholarship program, \Vith of the most respec~ed and 
All .the· scoring came -i-n :a veterans -desire to f1I}!_s,h thelf - excellent tradition and exciting leagues- in college 
· fifteen minute -sp~n early iri the ca:eers on an up note, · C<?uld quality." hockey. _ · 
deflected shot wenf over her 
head and almost into the goal. 
·_ "Robin · often practices one 
hour before team practice _and 
last week we worked on that 
over · the . head shot," said 
· Assistant Coach Carol Duffey. 
UN H -has n_ot defeated 
U Mass since 1980, and the key 
to this important vicfory is 
t¢am unity. -
first ha.If. Brown's ·palydowicz brmg s!-1ccessful res_ults. . ~ The Ivy league's departure · "I would rather .have it the 
scored t!:te frrst two at the five For ,Co-Ca_p_Up~s Kevi_n fr<im the ECAC was the: reason way we · did than the way _it's "The substitutes and Qther 
and ejght minute marks, while- Reusch and Mike ~riot, Jamie for both new leagues. The Ivies going to be,." said UNH head players w~o don't sei as lT!._Uch 
his teammate .Coonin elosed Walte~s, R_on F ?!'}CY, J_oe hqd said they wanted to play coach Charlie Holt. "There-are l)laying time are what has kept 
th).ngs out ten minutes later. K_enney, John _M~)Orma_n, Tim . less games and tn_1vel shorter g_oingto, be some great rivalries _ our attitude high. They play an 
.Friday's defeat alsq saw the Lmeh?~ and _Enc C~mburg, distances, but they've -in the new league, but we also importantparti"npracticesand_ 
end of the team's three_ game toda_y s ga_me wil~ be the1r last at accompli.snecl neither of these .like to play everyone else (in the should feel as victorious as, any 
unb_eaten shing, ·as well as their ~e~is Fields m the ·. UNH goals. In the n_ew 0 ECAC, .each old ~ECAC}:" ·· _ · . . oth~r player,'' _ said Didio. 
, string of shutouts. _ _ uniform . Each h~s C(!~t:1\rnted of the twelve teams Will play ten "I think the • ECAC with ,S_ubstitut~ players ~uc-h _as 
Now at J -6-3 , and' denied the to the best _of their ab1ht1es, and . of the, teams· twice, and · Army _ eighteen teams wa.s great. It Patty' Heap and _Ma,ry R'ogers 
possibility of a winning record, been a pai:t of ~h~ ups and once~ giving then;i twenty one . was challenging and 'interesting - supplied an essential spark the 
the -team . hosts the Boston downs of the _Wildcat s-occer league gafn,es~ the same amount playing so many diffe.rent Wildcats -heeded to hold off ~in 
U.n i_ve rs i {y Te r-riers t hjs., - -~program .. It_. -is_ h_?pe~ ~ that as .the oi,d ECAO. Also the new teams," said ass_ociate Coach experienced U Mass 0ffense 
~ften:won in the final home peo-ple will fmd the time to EC AC has i,~cluoed all the Cull~n. "That it will end \\'lien-it c<;>nsist_ing of mo_stly _ upper-
game_ of the 1983 season. • . - atten~ ~oda; ~s-. _garn-e . to farthest teams from the _old _.· was becomin~. t~,~ _r:1H~s,t da~snte~- - . , . ·• 
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·Sports 
Wildcats 
By Aaron Ferraris 
A \\'.ell prepared Wildcat 
football team beat the 
Northeastern Huskies, 24-7, on 
a beautiful · Homecoming 
Saturday. 
Tailbacks Mark Nichols, 
Andre · Garron, and - Curt 
Collins scored touchdowns and 
senior placekicker Rusty 
Fosterkicked a 30 yard field 
goal to break the UN H field 
goal record of 20 set_ by Dave 
Tcggurt I 972- 1975_ 
The Wildcat defense and 
special teams were the keys to 
the victory. The defense gave 
up a: 61 yard touchdown run 
before most of the 18,700 fans 
were in the stadium from the 
a s s o r t e d H o m e c o_ m i n g 
activities. -
For the rest of the game the 
defense shut down the Hus-kie 
offense, limiting them to 144 
yards rushing and 121 yards _ 
passing. 
"They were supposed to be 
_ good. The defense was just too 
tough," said safety Arnold 
Garron. · 
,, The special teams have been 
a strength all season. Saturday 
was no exception. 
"They got us into good field 
position all .day," -said coach 
Bowes. 
come home in style., win ·24-7 
Punt returner Dave · . Northeastern QB. P_ rebles (15) scrambles under the pressure of B
rian O'Neill (62)°during' Sat'urday's gam~.(Jim Millard pho_to) 
Wissman broke two records: 
for most return yards per 
season (357) and per career Two players - who played 
(633). He now holds 4 records their . usual stellar game were 
for punt returns. receivers Peter O'Donnell and 
Coach Bowes said, "I'm Bill Peach. Their downfield 
pleased \\'.ith tne overall blocking opened the outside 
aggressive play fo the de(ense running lanes and enabled- the 
and the special teams but I'm tailbacks to pick up many extra . 
UNH in new . hockey league 
no-t pleased with the offense. · yards. ·· 
Tod many penalties cost us "It helps the offense. We . 
poi.nts." . . work on it so much. Receivers 
By Ray Routhier ' came atter it was announceo 
that Lowell would become the 
18th team in the ECAC. Ivy 
league officials said th_at the 
traveling and number o(games 
athletic directors (ECAC 1:'.:ast) 
didn't hke being told what to 
do, 'so they formed this league." 
Specifically, too many on other teams don't even · 
penalties cost Andre Garron 2 attempt to block," said Peach. 
touchdowns: he has 13 on the "We are expected to make the 
season_ and is averaging slightly effort. · With our fail backs, 
less 'than 2 per game. - Andre especially, that's all you 
· _in an eighteen team ECAC 
, The UNH hockey team will_ 
be co:rppeting in a new league 
beginning in 1984-85. This 
league will be composed of the 
six teams from the ECAC 
Eastern division, ( Boston 
University, Boston College, 
Maine, Providence, North-
eastern and UNH) plus the 
University of Lowell. 
The ECAC East invited 
Clarkson and ST. Lawrence to 
join what had been called the 
"super" hockey league by the 
Boston Globe and Sports 
Illustrated. Finally, Lowell was 
invited into this northern 
league, and it seemed that the 
dissolving of the ECAC was 
now final. 
The man- who -runs the need sometimes- just get in the 
offerrse, quarterbacl< Rick defensive backs face and· 
LeC!erc said, "I had a horrible . they're gone." 
day(I0for 19, I td, I intercept).. That extra effort attitude is 
It's a good thing we won. We being displayed all over the 
were prepared for everything field by the Wildcats these . 
they showed us. The offensive days. They are now 4-3 and. on 
line picked everyone up and 
they did a great job." FOOTBALL, page 23 
The athletic directors Qf 
these schools announced their 
intent to ·form the league in 
August, as a response to the Ivy 
League's decision to withdraw 
from the ECAC and form their 
own league. 
The . Ivy _league's decision 
UNH's Laurie Leahry ~orks in front of t!1e liMass net Saturday.(Jim. Millard photo). · 
- - • , · ~ • r- -: ...... •.c:. • •\ ~ 
~- I . 
,,-
schedule would be too much of 
an academic burden on players. 
The Ivies then invited 
Colgate, RPI, Vermont and 
_ Army to join them in their new 
· league, all of which accepted. 
The other eight ECAC teams 
were left on their own. · 
"When the Ivy league left, we , 
assumed that the other twelve 
ECAC teams would rema(n," 
said Bob . Cullen, UNH 
Associate hockey coach. ''._Ou~ . 
However, two weeks ago the 
new Ivy-initiated league inyited 
Clarkson and SJ:. Lawrence to 
j_oin · them . Both sch'ools did, 
HOCKEY, page 23 
StickWomen ·tri_m 
#3 UMass,-1-0 
By Ann C.-Sullivan Heyden and bsa Madden shut 
The UN H field hockey team off · a · mature but frustrated 
made a big homecoming splash · U Mass_ offense. Co-captaiµ 
by shutting out rival U Mass 1-0 Laurie Leary said, "Sandy and 
' with the · aid of an excellent Heather executed key 
. p~rformance by the Wildcat performances by _holding off 
defense and substitutes. UM ass' aggress.ive Pam 
The #6 nationally ranked Moroyl." 
Wildcats shocked #3 ranked Both first and second half 
U Mass whefl Karen Geromini consist~d of a lot of tough mid 
scored one minute into the field play as both teams 
game on an assist f~om Laurie attempted to · penetrate the 
Leary. According to Coach opponent's defense. U Mass put 
Marissa Didio, "the goal was the pressure on for f 5 minutes 
indicative of how we entered , in the second .haff with 10 
the game: powerfully intense . cor!'}_ers, but a supporting UN H 
and psyched." · defense came out victorious. 
With 89 minutes left to play, Goalie Robin Balclucci who -
a poised defense wlth the aid of . had her eighth shutout of the 
persistent performances from season, made a key save as a · 
Robin Balducci, _ Heather FIELD, page 23 
Reynolds . . Sandy Vander 
